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SUMMARY 
For nuclear reactors in which there is a heterogeneous arrangement 
of materials with resonance structure in the neutron cross sections, the 
neutron flux will have strong variations in space and energy. In order 
to obtain effective cross sections which account for these variations, 
validated methods for including the spatial component of resonance self-
shielding are required. Current techniques generally include the effect 
of spatial self-shielding by applying an equivalence theory between homo-
geneous and heterogeneous cases or by integral transport theory methods 
which retain one of the assumptions of equivalence theory, namely, that 
the spatial neutron flux be flat. This work develops a general method of 
cross section averaging which does not resort to the flat-flux assump-
tion, but uses a generalized reciprocity relation and defines an energy-
dependent escape cross section which can account for spatial nonuniform-
ity. The general method retains much of the simplicity of form as con^ 
tained in equivalence theory and under necessary assumptions reduces to 
the more approximate methods. 
Integral transport theory calculations are performed which deter-
mine the effects of nonuniformity in the resolved resonance region of 
238 
U for a typical fast reactor critical and are used to characterize 
the nonuniformity parameters of the general method. Cross section aver-
ages are determined by the general method with comparisons to equivalence 
theory and other current techniques. The resulting effects of nonuni-
formity on average cross sections is found to be small, generally less 
than 1%. Independent calculations are used to verify this result. The 
parameters of the general method show the small effect to be due to com-
pensations which occur in the treatment of nonuniform sources, and these 
compensations are discussed. The results of this work tend to point out 
that current differences in calculated and experimental results are not 
due to the spatial treatment of the slowing-dbwn source. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of accurate methods for the design and analysis 
of nuclear reactors is a fundamental part of an orderly and disciplined 
reactor technology program. One of the more important areas for such 
development is the determination of the space-dependent neutron energy 
spectrum in the reactor. For reactors in which there are materials pres-
ent in a heterogeneous arrangement of plates or pins there will be varia-
tions in the spatial neutron flux within and near the plates or pins. If 
these materials contain cross section resonances the neutron flux will also 
have strong variations in space and in energy near the resonances. Account-
ing for these variations in the spectrum has been a central problem in re-
actor physics. To determine these detailed variations within a large re-
actor, even with current numerical techniques, would require literally 
thousands of energy and spatial mesh points. This is impossible with pres-
ent computers and would probably lbe impractical even if larger and faster 
computers were available. Consequently, other procedures are required to 
solve this problem, and the predominant: method pf solution has been the 
• 1-9 ."• 
determination of effective cross sections. 
The effective cross section is defined by the requirement that, 
when It is multiplied by a flux integral for an appropriate space-energy 
range, it must yield the same reaction rate as the integral of the product 
of the true rapidly varying cross section and flux over the same space-
energy range. This definition can be expressed as 
U •a (E)0(r,E)dEdV 
<OV> = - M T ^ -'•..'•• ( I ' D 
x T T tf(r,E)"dEdV-
VAE 
where cr (E) is the energy-dependent differential cross section for reaction 
type x which is to be averaged over an appropriate energy and volume range. 
0(r,E) Is the neutron flux and <J^> denotes the effective cross section of 
type x. In order to determine effective cross sections one must have not 
only accurate differential cross sections over the entire energy range 
for each isotope, but also accurate procedures for obtaining the flux ap-
proximation. For the resonance range, the procedures used must include 
validated methods for treating resonance self-shielding in both energy 
and space. 
Historically, the problem of treating resonance effects in hetero-
geneous lattices has been present since the origins of reactor technology. 
The earliest study of resonance effects in reactor fuel elements was that 
of Wigner developed during the days of the Manhattan Project which was not 
reported until 1955. His experiments were confined to the radiative 
238 
capture in the resonance lines of U and its oxides, since this was the 
primary problem in the first attempts to decide the feasibility of sustain-
ing a chain reaction with natural uranium fuel. The experiments of Wigner 
and Creutz confirmed the observation that concentrating the uranium 
• 2 3 8 • 
in lumps would decrease the parasitic absorption in the U resonances. 
Within the framework of these experiments and the available information 
238 
on U resonance parameters, Wigner formed a theory for treating 
3 
heterogeneous effects which has largely been the basis of later develop-
ments. The thrust of his early work was to determine the size and shape 
of uranium lumps which would most likely lead to a self-sustaining chain 
reaction. It is Wigner's rational approximation for the escape probability 
from a fuel lump which serves as a key element in the theory to express 
• • • •- 1 4 9 14 
heterogeneous cases in terms of equivalent homogeneous cases. ' ' ' 
Among the theoretical works subsequent to Wigner's Was the work of 
Dancoff and Ginsburg. The most noted of their works was the consideration 
of the effect of resonance absorption in a lump due to the presence of 
adjacent lumps. Their work also gave a more accurate description of 
238 absorption due to low resonance levels in U which are rather important 
in the metal, but play a lesser role in the oxide. In the years prior 
to the 1955 Geneva Conference resonance parameters for most of the low-
238 
lying levels in U and other isotopes were measured fairly accurately 
and better theoretical analysis was performed. However, at that confer-
ence an independent Russian treatment was presented which appeared quite 
different from the Wigner theory, this apparent discrepancy prompted crit-
ical reexamination of both theories. Wigner pointed out that the Russian 
work ignored the effect of scattering collisions in the fuel lump and for 
cases where this was valid there was good agreement between the two 
theories. 
After 1955, added confidence in the theoretical models, more reso-
nance data, and the availability of electronic computers stimulated an 
advance in the theoretical area of determining effective resonance absorp-
tion. The first reasonably successful attempt to calculate resonance ab-
sorption from resonance data was made in 1956 by Dresner for homogeneous 
18 
assemblies. In 1958, independent calculations of resonance integrals 
for heterogeneous assemblies were made which included the same physical 
concepts and which yielded very similar results. These computations were 
19 20 
performed by Adler, Hinman, and Nordheim, Dresner, and by Chernick 
. 1 4 " '•::•..•'..•• 
and Vernon. Included in these calculations were wide resonances using 
the infinite mass, or IM, approximation, as Well as the narrow resonance, 
NR, approximation; also, provision was made for the unresolved resonances 
and Doppler broadening. The most serious compromise in these computations 
was the necessity of using either the NR or IM approximation, and although 
• 2.1 ' 
the errors produced by this selection tend to cancel, Spinney pointed 
out that errors for individual resonances could be quite large. 
Improved theoretical studies continued in the late 1950's and early 
1960's. Second order corrections to the NR approximation were set forth 
22 2 23 
by Corngold, Dresner, and Goldstein and Cohen. These improvements, 
as well as the earlier work, were aimed at correctly accounting for energy 
self-shielding, whereas spatial effects were still based on Wigner's theory 
and an equivalence relation between lumps and homogeneous mixtures. There 
is extensive literature on the use of an equivalence principle between 
heterogeneous and homogeneous resonance integrals, '* ' ' ' including 
• S '26 97' 
extension to dense fuel lattices. ' ' The primary basis of this equiv-
alence is that the collision probability for a flat source of neutrons can 
be used inside and outside the fuel lump. Extensive compilations of 
escape probabilities for a flat source in various geometries such as that 
by Case, de Hoffman, and Placzek are available, but the equivalence re-
lation is also based on a rational approximation suggested by Wigner,, 
Improvements in the treatment of resonance heterogeneous effects 
29 were sought for some time. Monte Carlo calculations by Richtmyer and 
30 
Sampson gave rough agreement with earlier work but initiated more de-
tailed examination of heterogeneous effects. Precise Monte Carlo calcula-
31 
tions by Levine showed that the Wigner rational approximation underes-
timated escape probabilities generally, and no simple correction could 
make the Wigner form valid over large energy ranges. The nature of the 
8 9 
Monte Carlo method made it impractical for production use. Nordheim ' 
14 
and Chernick and Vernon suggested a direct numerical integration of the 
integral transport equation. Although the rational approximation for 
escape probabilities is not involved in this approach, most of the current 
integral transport methods still assume a uniform neutron source. Nord-
9 
heim noted that with this approach the spatial distribution of absorption 
is not explicitly brought out and that a closer study of spatial effects 
would seem to be very desirable. 
The desirability of the study suggested by Nordheim has been 
strengthened by the presence of discrepancies in comparisons between cur-
rent experimental results and calculations. A possible source of the cur-
rent discrepancy between measured and calculated reactor parameters may be 
due to using inappropriate methods for treating heterogeneity effects in 
the resonance range. The current methods which are normally used to ana-
lyze almost all the integral data from critical facilities are based on 
equivalence theory and the flat source approximation. An improved treat-
ment of spatial nonuniformity and its effect on effective cross sections 
is then a fundamental area in which additional investigation is warranted. 
The objective of this work is to pursue a more general approach to 
determining effective resonance cross sections for heterogeneous media. 
A general method of determining effective resonance cross sections is 
given which does not resort to the use of the flat source approximation, 
and which is capable of accurately accounting for detailed spatial and 
spectral effects while retaining a simple formulation. 
A complete background of the current methods used to generate ef-
fective cross sections is given in Chapter II. The theoretical basis of 
the new method is set forth in Chapter III. In addition to eliminating 
the restrictions of most current methods, the generality and simple form 
of this method offers advantages over the few methods which include spatial 
effects. Using this theory the computational approach used to investigate 
the effect of spatial nonuniformity in the sldwing-down source on effective 
cross sections is given in Chapter IV. Chapter V then gives results within 
a reactor lattice with pertinent conclusions noted in Chapter VI. 
CHAPTER II 
CURRENT METHODS 
Current methods of generating effective resonance cross sections 
for heterogeneous media vary in many respects. The application of some 
methods is specialized while others are general; some have very sophisti-
cated computational models and require a great deal of computational time 
and others are more approximate and quite fast. The purpose of obtaining 
the effective cross section is to account for the spatial flux dips or 
peaks within the heterogeneous configuration of a unit cell. The spatial 
flux dips or peaks will occur whenever the magnitude of the cross section 
in one region of the cell is large compared to that at another, and can 
result from two different cases* The first case occurs as the result of 
resonance structure in the heavy element cross sections, and the second 
is associated with large, slowly varying cross sections* The effects as-
sociated with these two cases are fundamentally the same, but they are 
analyzed separately because entirely different methods are applied to 
treat them. To analyze the resonance effect detailed resolution in energy 
as well as space is required, whereas, for slowly varying cross sections 
a broader, energy group approach may be adequate. The treatment of hetero-
geneity effects in the resonance range must then include validated methods 
for spatial self-shielding as well as the usual energy self-shielding as-
sociated with the homogeneous case, the emphasis of this work is in the 
area of the heterogeneous effects on resonance self-shielding. 
For complete analysis of the neutronics of a large, multiregion 
reactor the computational approach consists of a sequence of calculations. 
Normally as a first step, resonance self-shielding is treated by analyzing 
a unit cell of a single region of the reactor without coupling to other 
regions. By generating effective cross sections for the unit cell and 
using them for the whole region, one effectively reduces the requirement 
for thousands of energy groups. Subsequent to these calculations more 
complete reactor configurations can be analyzed using effective cross sec-
tions which characterize each of the regions within the reactor. 
Before examining the details of current methods for obtaining ef-
fective resonance cross sections for heterogeneous media, it would be well 
to note more completely how this area rests within the general framework 
of reactor analysis. Prior to examining resonance effects, accurate dif-
ferential cross section data are required. The origin of cross section 
information is the differential data which have been obtained from experi-
ment, complemented with theoretical models, and tested for validity. An 
excellent example of this type data is the Evaluated Nuclear Data Files 
. .••-• 3 2 
(ENDF) which have served the nuclear community for several years. Such 
a fundamental data base must undergo continuous scrutiny, and many 
studies are aimed at verification and assessment of these data. In-
accuracies, of course, may exist and may,amplify, or partially cancel some 
computational problems; however, such data are obviously the primary input 
for cross section averaging methods. 
The determination of effective cross sections accurately reflecting 
energy and spatial self-shielding in the resonance range must be comple-
mented with parallel or subsequent calculations treating the heterogeneity 
of the unit cell for other energy ranges. Such methods for cell calcula-
tions have progressed from the early determination of advantage and dis-
advantage factors ' ' to the current use of several computational 
38 39 
methods. The work of Honeck '" in the thermal neutron area led to the 
40 41 
THERMOS code ' which is frequently used to determine effective cross 
sections accounting for heterogeneous effects in the thermal range. High 
energy heterogeneous effects are more often treated with transport theory 
42 43 
methods such as the DTF or ANISN codes which can account for aniso-
tropic effects. Cell calculations for fast reactor critical experiments 
have presented several problem areas due to the heterogeneous arrangement 
44 
of thin plates. Meneghetti used modified discrete ordinate quadratures 
for thin slab cells which relieved some of the problems in analysis by 
45 46 
transport theory. Nicholson ' has given general theoretical approaches 
using real and adjoint fluxes from one-dimensional transport theory calcu-
lations to generate effective cross sections for use in one- or two-
47 
dimensional calculations. Storrer developed a method based on the use 
of collision probabilities in the integral transport equations, real and 
adjoint, which handled heterogeneous effects as perturbations on the homo-
geneous case. This approach has been used in several versions of the 
CALHET code which is often used to examine multigroup heterogeneous ef-
fects in critical experiments. 
Once the cell heterogeneity effects for the complete energy range 
of interest have been determined, subsequent analysis of a more complete 
reactor description can be performed. There are some additional effects 
that could be categorized as heterogeneous at this point in the analysis; 
they are due to region boundaries and the finite extent of the system. 
9 
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Transport theory methods noted earlier can be used here; and diffusion 
theory, which was inadequate in the cell calculation, may be applicable 
here. To perform complete design and performance analysis most reactor 
configurations will require multi-dimensional analysis. Time-dependent 
studies may also be required, and with the multitude of studies that must 
be performed using a rather complete reactor model, practical analysis 
requires the use of only a few energy groups. So a sequence of analyses 
that began with essentially continuous differential cross sections or 
thousands of groups culminates in an analysis using perhaps less than ten 
groups. The common link throughout the analysis, however, is the use of 
effective cross sections; and in the final assessment it will be the ef-
fective few-group cross sections which will determine reactor performance. 
Hence, the continuous development: and refinement of methods to determine 
effective cross sections is requisite for quality reactor design. 
Equivalence Theory 
The current methods used to obtain effective cross sections which 
contain the heterogeneous effects of resonance self-shielding generally 
belong to one of two primary types—equivalence theory or integral trans-
port theory. Equivalence theory is the most often used approach due to 
the tremendous simplifications it a1loves in the calculation of resonance 
cross sections. Integral transport theory methods are becoming more widely 
used for their more realistic models, but the computation time is usually 
much greater than required for equivalence theory. 
The simplifying assumptions which are required to obtain equivalence 
• ' 1 5 7-9''' 
theory are noted as follows ' '. • : 
11 
1. The narrow resonance (NR) or infinite mass (IM) approximation 
for the fuel region, which contains the resonance material, 
2. The NR approximation for the moderator region, 
3. the flat-source approximation in each region, 
4. Escape probabilities have the form of Wigner's rational ap-
proximation. 
The use of these assumptions in obtaining eiquivalence theory can be easily 
seen by considering the expression for the collision rate in the -fuel re-
gion of a two-region cell: 
• ' • ^ a ^ t ^ t ' - ^ ^ ^ ^ r * ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ' . - <2"1)-
The symbols have their usual meaning--£. is the total macroscopic cross 
section, 0 is the neutron flux, V is volume* P is escape probability, and 
X is the neutron source. The subscripts F and M denote the fuel and mod-
erator regions, respectively; bars denote volume averages, and energy 
dependence is implied by E. Using the NR approximation for the fuel,, the 
first approximation can be expressed by 
= SsF^ / E ' <2"2> 
where 2g is the scattering cross section and J is a normalizing constant 
The second approximation is then very similar, 
= ^ o ^ - (2-3) 
12 
The energy dependence of the scattering cross section and 1/E dependence 
of the source are basic requirements for the NR approximation. The third 
approximation concerns the spatial dependence of the source slowing down 
into the resonance. If the source is assumed to be flat in each region 
then it is well known that the reciprocity properties of the transport 
1 5 7-9 
equation ' '' yield a simple relation between escape probabilities, 
WE)StF<E>VF = W ^ t M ^ M • <2-4> 
The fourth approximation then gives a simple way to express the escape 
probability, 
P F ^ ( E ) "• O E ) ^ - E v ( 2 " 5 ) 
: ti? e 
where £ is a constant with units of cross section. The simplest pre-
scription for £ , which makes Eq. 2-5 apPr°acn the correct value in either 
e • l 
very small or very large regions, is given by 
2 e = S/4V , (2-6) 
where S is the surface area of the region. 
The four approximations described in Eqs. 2-2 through 2-5 can be 
substituted into Eq. 2-1 to obtain an expression for the fuel region aver-
age flux and hence the basis for equivalence theory, 
;' X „ + £ 0 .•' 
"A /T,\ . s.F e o /o -»\ 
gF<E> = S t f ( E l ) + S e F - <
2"7> 
13 
Note that £ M = £ M has been used in accordance with the NR approximation 
in the moderator. The equivalence principle between homogeneous and het-
erogeneous cases can be easily deduced from Eq. 2-7 because the only param-
eter that implies any heterogeneity is the artificial escape cross section, 
£ , and it always appears as an addition to the constant scattering cross 
section. (£ is, of course, one part of E.F(E).) Hence, if there is a 
homogeneous case in which the scattering cross section £'_• is equal to the 
heterogeneous £ _,+£ , then the resonance integrals and effective reso-
nance cross sections will be the same. One can also note that, if two 
different heterogeneous systems have the same sum of £ and £ , the reso-
nance integrals are also equal. Equation 2-7 also reduces to the homo-
geneous case when £ = 0 . 
With this approach refinements in models and computational methods 
are only reflected in the purely homogeneous, energy self-shielding. Many 
improvements have been made to the homogeneous theory to account for such 
things as temperature effects, interference from other resonances, inclu-
sion of higher spin states, anisotropic scattering, and other areas. 
Methods of including these effects and the cases where they are important 
49 50 9 14 21 
have been noted by Hwang, Stacey, and others. ' .-' For typical fast 
reactor systems many of these improvements may be necessary, but spatial 
effects are still handled by the simpler approach. 
Of course the simplicity of equivalence theory is very advantageous 
and the improvements that have been suggested for better spatial treatment 
have gone to great lengths to avoid destroying the equivalence property. 
Since the presence of £ as a constant yields equivalence theory and since 
this is the only parameter through which heterogeneity is considered, most 
14 
methods for improving the theory are aimed at adjusting £ . Levine" 
performed Monte Carlo calculations and noted that the Wigner approximation 
generally underpredicted escape probabilities. He then suggested some 
51 52 
geometry-dependent correction factors for E . Kelber ' also noted this 
underprediction and offered a method determining correction factors for 
each resonance while preserving the equivalence relationship for each 
resonance. Corrections have also been made to the escape cross section 
• 26 
to include Dancoff-type effects for adjacent plates. Bell suggested a 
correction factor based on a rational approximation in the moderator sim-
27 
ilar to Wigner's approximation in the fuel. Hummel gave an improvement 
53 
to the Bell approximation for cylindrical lattices, and Travelli extended 
. 54 
the improvement to slab cells. Equivalence principles were also extended 
to include more than two different types of regions, but such extensions 
could not easily be included in the currently available computational tools. 
Two examples of current computational methods of equivalence theory 
are the MC code and the ERIC-2 code. There are other codes available, 
2 
but these are good examples of codes used in fast reactor analysis. MC 
uses the NR approximation to determine resonance cross sections; hetero-
geneous treatment includes the Levine corrections for the escape probabil-
ity and the Hummel improvements for Dancoff interactions. There are other 
2 • • • 
capabilities of the MC code which have made it attractive for fast reactor 
analysis; these include treatment of anisotropy and a fundamental mode 
spectrum calculation which can be used for group collapse. The code vises 
2 
"ultra-fine" energy groups typically 1/120 lethargy units. MC is currently 
incorporated in the modular Argonne Reactor Comp\itation (ARC) System and 
some improvements for heterogeneity treatment have been planned. These 
15 
58 
improvements include more accurate treatment of Dancoff interaction' and 
59 
an integral transport theory calculation option. One capability which 
2 
the ERIC-2 code has that is not present in MC is the use of an . interned-
iate approximation as opposed to the NR or IM approximation. This treat-
ment basically determines a weighting factor between 0 and 1 which is 
applied to the resonance material scattering cross sections; a value of 
1 yields the NR approximation and a value of 0 yields the IM approximation. 
This approach should yield a better treatment of resonances where the NR 
approximation is poor. The ERIC-2 code only determines effective resonance 
2 cross sections and does not have the other capabilities of the MC code; 
however, the speed of computation is much faster, thus making it attractive 
, «. • «- A- 6 0 
for parametric studies. 
Integral Transport Theory 
The: use 6i integral transport theory to determine effective reso-
nance cross sections was suggested by Nordheim ' and Cherriick and Vernon. 
They rioted that this approach would circumvent the necessity of picking the 
NR or IM approximation and could pbssibly include the effects of resonance 
overlap and moderator absorption. In integral transport theory one seeks 
the solution•-.to the integral form of the neutron transport equation given 
• 1,61- • 
as 
't^(?yfi>0'(?,^ . (2-8) 
Space, energy, and angle dependence are implied here* and T is the trans-
port kernel, or prpbability of a neutron beginning at r , with energy E 
16 
and direction Q, arriving at r and colliding there. For the case of an 
elastic scattering source only, one may write 
,-» r» r» . A . *. X(r,E,n)••=•.. A E (r;E%G^,Q)0(r,E%n
>)dn'dE' . (2-9) 
n' s 
The problem of integral transport theory methods is, then, to solve the 
coupled set of equations, Eqs. 2-8 and 2-9. In order to perform this task, 
two simplifying assumptions are generally applied immediately; they are: 
1. Isotropic scattering in the laboratory system, 
2. Flat flux within each region. 
The first approximation is contained in all currently available integral 
transport theory methods which are. used to determine effective resonance 
cross sections. Although this approximation could be pobr for light iso-
topes, particularly at high energies, the effect is probably small in. the 
resolved resonance region for resonance isotopes. Anisotropy effects have 
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been studied by an integral transport theory method in the MeV range 
where the first assumption is poor. The assumption of flat-flux is actually 
the same as the flat-source approximation noted iri equivalence theory, with 
the implication that only the region average flux due to a flat slowing-
down source is computed. The use of these two approximations is generally 
necessary to allow adequate energy resolution and simple evaluation of 
the transport kernels or escape probabilities. Under these assumptions 
the differential scattering cross section of Eq. 2-9 is simplified and t;he 
flat-flux reciprocity relation of Eq. 2-4 can be applied to rediice the 
number of escape probabilities to be determined. The integral equation 
of Eq. 2-8 can be expressed exactly as given by Eq. 2-1 by properly 
defining the escape probabilities, so one can easily note the fundamental 
differences in the integral transport theory approach and equivalence 
theory. The integral approach does not make the NR or IM approximation 
in either region and generally allows all cross sections to be energy 
dependent. Although escape probabilities are used in the integral approach, 
the Wigner form is not assumed. The common point between equivalence the-
ory and most integral transport theory methods is the flat-flux assumption 
and the simple reciprocity relation of Eq. 2-4. Escape probabilities in 
the integral approach are then calculated exactly for the flat-flux case. 
Two examples of integral transport theory methods that are currently 
63 
used and contain the assumptions noted above are the GAROL code and the 
• 64 
RABBIJE code. GAROL solves the coupled integral equations for a two-
region problem in general geometry and includes resonance overlap. Exact 
escape probabilities for standard geometries are built into the code or 
escape probabilities reflecting other geometry can be input. A mesh of 
energy points is used instead of a group structure and for the slowing-
down source the scattering rate per isotope is assumed to be a linear 
function of energy. The RABBLE code handles either infinite slab or cy-
lindrical geometry with up to 30 regions in the latest version. The 
energy variable is treated by using broad groups which can be subdivided 
into arbitrarily small fine groups. Cross sections for resonance materials 
are fine-group dependent whereas other cross sections are broad-group de-
pendent. Numerical difficulties have occurred with the RABBLE code for 
cases when the resonance escape probability is small, causing negative 
66 • 
sources and fluxes to be calculated. This problem has been attributed 
to the accumulation of small errors through thousands of fine groups due 
18 
to the approximation of no within-group scattering and a recursive source 
calculation. Various methods of correcting these errors have been de-
66 67 • 
vised, ' and although the number of instances in which problems arise 
has been reduced, they have not been entirely eliminated. Even with the 
noted problem, the RABBLE code has been used in a variety of fast reactor 
analyses. With the rather complex description of fast reactor critical 
assemblies, the computation time required for analysis by integral trans-
port theory is rather large. This is one of two disadvantages with inte-
gral transport theory. The second disadvantage is quite subjective and 
could perhaps be stated as the lack of ability to gain physical insight. 
Since the computational models and methods are quite complex, the integral 
transport approach is quite often used as a black-box flux calculator and 
hence some insight into the physical phenomenon is lost. Thus, one has 
the equivalence theory approach with its attendant approximations and 
simplistic form or the less approximate but more complicated integral 
transport theory approach. 
Since the use of integral transport theory methods such as those 
noted above appears to have the best potential for determining hetero-
geneous effects, a few methods have been developed which do not contain 
the flat-flux assumption. Lewis .', developed a method using Lagrangian 
interpolation polynomials to account for spatial shape and nonrecovery of 
the flux between resonances in a two-region cell. The major limitation 
in this work was the assumption of flux recovery at the cell boundary 
which would be poor for small cells. Within this method a reduction of 
238' 
2 to 6% in the resonance integral for various U-graphite lattices was 
found. Kier removed this boundary deficiency in his RIFF RAFF code in 
19 
which he used a three-term polynomial to describe the slowing-down sources 
in a two-region cylindrical cell. The RIFF RAFF code requires that non-
resonance materials have small 1/v absorption, and allows only two regions, 
and it exhibits numerical difficulties similar to those noted above for 
the RABBLE code. The RABID code was developed by Olson to handle in-
finite slab cells of many regions with a linear shape assumed for the spa-
tial dependence of the slowing -down source. Although this code appears 
to have the capability to examine heterogeneous effects in detail, the 
analysis of fast reactor critical assemblies with complex cell configura-
tions probably does not allow enough spatial resolution to achieve its 
potential. Computational time also becomes a practical limitation. The 
RABID code is closely modeled after the RABBLE code and has had the same 
66 77 
numerical.problems and required improvements. For simple configura-
tions RABID could possibly handle heterogeneity adequately. 
Recalling the two current methods used to obtain effective reso-
nance cross sections--equivalence theory and integral transport theory--
the choice appears to be between approximate"but-simple and more accurate-
but-complex. One can also note that, for detailed assessment of hetero-
geneous effects, the majority of the techniques, of both types, contain 
the flat-flux approximation. Hence, neither may be adequate if nonuni-
formity in the slowing-down sources is important., For those methods which 
do appear to have the capability to handle detailed heterogeneity, there 
are serious practical limitations in computational 1 time and insight gained 
which can be applied to similar problems. Therefore, it would seem that 
there is a desire for a method to handle heterogeneous effects which could 
capitalize on the potentials of the integral transport theory approach but 
20 
still retain some of the simplicity of formulation exhibited by equivalence 
theory. The development, application, and assessment of such a method has 
constituted the major portion of this study; the need for an improved 
method is supported by the following evaluation of experimental evidence 
which implies deficiencies in current methods. 
Experimental Implications 
In order to develop the technology required to support the Liquid 
Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) program, critical facilities have been 
used to examine fast reactor characteristics and to evaluate methods and 
nuclear constants used for calculations. In past years the interest in 
fast reactors was limited to small systems with very hard neutron spectra. 
Consequently, the tools devised to analyze fast reactors included only a 
few groups in energy. As the quality and quantity of cross section data 
increased and as interest in fast reactors shifted toward the large 1000 
MWe class, it became apparent that the tools for averaging cross sections 
must also improve. Significant improvements were indeed made through codes 
such as those previously noted, but an important step is the verification 
of the improved methods by comparison with critical experiments. 
It is not always possible to identify specific inaccuracies in 
cross sections or methods by measurements from individual critical assemb-
lies due to the multiplicity of effects involved in experimental work. 
One can, however, by examining a large class of experiments, perhaps ob-
serve trends which may yield helpful information., Many comparisons of 
calculation versus measurement obtained in the Zero Power Reactors (ZPR) 
have been made for reactor parameters such as k _f, critical mass, reac-
tion rates, central worths, and Doppler effect. The multiplication factor, 
21 
critical mass, and reaction rate ratio comparisons between calculation 
and experiment should be the simpler parameters to investigate in order to 
assess the current theory for handling heterogeneity. Reactivity compari-
sons would contain additional complexities in both theory and experiment 
which could conceal errors due to heterogeneity. 
The effect of heterogeneity on the multiplication factor has been 
studied analytically by various means for essentially all the critical 
73 74 
assemblies. Some studies ' have obtained a detailed breakdown due to 
heterogeneous effects, but although such analytic studies can estimate 
the heterogeneous effects on k __, experimental verification is generally 
limited to the total calculated deviation from criticality. One is quite 
interested in the effect of heterogeneity on k „., but comparison of the 
calculated multiplication factor to experiment is probably not the best 
area for assessment of heterogeneity computational methods. Such studies 
do, however, estimate the relative magnitudes of the effects, and compari-
• • ' ' • . ; • : • ' . . • - - . . " • ' : : . • " '.' . I ! : 
son to criticality gives some general insight into the accuracy of the 
methods. 
Comparisons between calculated and experimental critical mass were 
performed by Pond and Till for ZPR-9 assemblies with polyethylene-
moderated spectra of varying softness. Their analysis did not point out 
any specific errors that could be attributed to heterogeneity> but the 
discrepancy between calculation and experiment did tend to increase as 
the softness of the spectrum increased. Calculated parameters were ob-
2 
tained using ENDF/B cross sections with the MC code, or the ERIC-2 code 
and the RABBLE code accounting for heterogeneity in the resonance region. 
Additional assemblies of ZPR-9 were analyzed by LeSage and Robinson with 
22 
no corrections for spatial self-shielding, yielding poor agreement with 
measured critical masses. Studies for ZPR-6 Assembly 6, a large uranium 
• 7 8 ' 
oxide core, by Karam arid Marshall showed the sensitivity of the calculated 
critical mass as a function of the spatial weighting of the cross sections. 
Calculated masses were from approximately 10 to 50% higher than the exper-
••' : 7 9 ' 
imental value. Similar results were shown for ZPR-6 Assembly 5. 
Heterogeneous effects should be easier to isolate in reaction rates 
and reaction rate ratios since there should be less compensating mechanisms 
occurring than for critical mass calculations. The economics of large 
fast breeder reactors depend in part on the value of the capture-to-
fission ratios in the fissile isotopes and the capture in the fertile 
isotopes. Heterogeneous effects on these reaction rates would then seem 
quite important. A survey of experimental data from several assemblies 
shows systematic discrepancies with the calculated data for some important 
reaction rates and reaction rate ratios. 
'35 
Analyses of plutonium fueled ZPR-3 assemblies by Hess and Palmer 
show a trend of calculations underpredicting the fission ratios relative 
235 
to U. Some of their results are noted in table 1. This trend for fis-
sion ratios, and the opposite trend for capture-to-fission ratios, is also 
80 
seen in studies by Till, et al., for other assemblies of ZPR-3 and ZPR-9. 
Similar results have been seen for ZPR-6 Assemblies 5 and 6. Studies 
of the heterogeneous effects due to changes in loading pattern have also 
included experiments which included drawers filled with fuel rods as Op-
8'2 
posed to the usual plate loading. Studies by Lewis, et al., on ZPR-6 
Assembly 7 using rodded assemblies typical of a U02-Pu02 fueled LMFBR 
showed discrepancies between calculated arid measured reaction rates much 
23 
Table 1. Fission Ratios for Assemblies of £PR-3 
Fission Ratio 
235 
Relative to U 
Assembly 











0.0307 0.0297 0.0345 0.0251 0.0254 0.0325 
0.0290 0.0278 0.0324 0.0237 0.0239 0.0293 
0.946 0.936 0.938 0.945 0.942 0.902 
0.976 0.964 0.986 0.903 0.928 0.942 
0.907 0.902 0.934 0.839 0.822 0.830 
0.929 0.936 0.947 0.929 0.885 0.881 
Table 2. Reaction Rate Ratios for Rodded and Plate Loadings 




Rodded P l a t e 
Calc/Exp 












the same as found for the normal plate loading. Table 2 shows some of 
their results for both the rodded and plate loadings, the trend of over-
: '238 • ' 238' 
predicting the U capture rate and umderpredicting the U fission rate 
'.-,235 
relative to fission in U is again evident. This trend has been observed 
•83 84 • ' 
in other critical and subcritical facilities. ' 
The presence of these trends has prompted several attempts at reso-
lution. Recent experimental evidence in assemblies with relatively soft 
85-87 
neutron spectra indicates that ENDF/B-I predicts too few neutrons 
below 2 keV and above 2 MeV. Similar evidence was also found in depleted 
88 238 23'5 
uranium blocks. Spectral index reaction ratios, primarily °V/ CTf 
238 235 89 
and a I a,., also show that the actual neutron spectrum is flatter, 
i.e., more neutrons at the low and at the high energy regions than calcu-
238 235 " 
lations predict. The a ./. a f ratio is poorly predicted (10-15% too 
33' 90 
high) by ENDF/B—Version III. Frick and Neill in a recent paper pro-
'238 : 
posed that the •::ti..(n.,'Yn') reaction might be responsible for the discrep-
ancy between the measured and calculated neutron spectrum at low neutron 
energies. They incorporated this reaction in their analysis of STSF-7 
which is similar to ZPR-3 Assembly 11 and obtained good agreement with 
91' 
experiment. Hummel and Stacey applied the same technique to ZPR-6 
Assembly 7, a dilute, demo-size critical assembly, and concluded that this 
reaction does not make significant difference on the important parameters. 
The concern over the confidence with which one can predict hetero-
geneity effects in a critical assembly relates to the establishment of: 
the major physics parameters of large fast power reactors. Since the 
power reactor design appears more homogeneous in a neutronic sense than 
the critical assemblies, there has been a justifiable concern for many 
25 
years of the ability to transform the experimental data to the power 
reactor condition. In a recent study of heterogeneity effects in ZPPR 
92 
Assembly 2, Davey noted this concern particularly in light of the use 
of sophisticated calculations whose accuracy was difficult to assess., 
He points out that experiments with rodded zones will give valuable ex-
perimental measurements of heterogeneity while further analytic study 
continues. 
A possible source of the current discrepancy between measured and 
..-•'. 238 • 235 •  ' 
calculated reactor parameters such as a / af and the low energy por-
tion of the neutron spectrum may be due to using inappropriate methods for 
treating heterogeneity effects in the resonance region. The currentmeth-
ods used to analyze almost all the integral data from the critical facil-
ities are based on equivalence theory and the flat-flux reciprocity rela-
tion. Although a few more accurate methods are available, practical 
limitations often restrict their use. Trends such as those noted above 
• • 93 
have been noted to be far outside experimental uncertainty and the 
systematic discrepancies provide a rather strong criticism of the current 
methods of cross section averaging. Towards possible resolution of such 
discrepancies, the remainder of this work sets forth a general method of 
determining effective resonance cross sections for heterogeneous media. 
This method has the potential of accurately accounting for detailed spatial 
and spectral effects while retaining a simple formulation through which 
practical insight into specific areas may be gained. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORY 
To obtain effective cross sections which include heterogeneous 
effects, the underlying theory must adequately treat the flux variations 
in space and energy near resonances. Current methods of determining ef-
fective cross sections for heterogeneous media are largely based on theory 
which applies restrictive assumptions OB both the spatial and energy de-
pendence of the flux. These restrictions result in what is widely known 
1 5 7 9 14 
as the flat-flux approximation and equivalence theory. ' ' V* In-order 
to obtain cross section averages which are free from such restrictions, 
this work presents a generalized method of determining effective cross 
sections for heterogeneous media. This approach not only yields a less 
restrictive method of determining cross section averages but, also, due to 
its general nature, allows direct assessment of the restrictions present 
in current methods. 
General Development 
The fundamental definition of effective, or average, cross section 
is given by 
"'* a (r,E)0(r,E)dEdV 
<g>= V PEP - ;"' (3-D 
x ! ' • Ar* ™xdEdV UJ™' AE 
where a (r,E) is the reaction cross section for the nuclide of interest 
which is to be averaged over an appropriate energy and volume range. 
0(r,E) is the real flux and <<j > is the effective cross section of type x 
which, when multiplied by the flux integral, conserves the real reaction 
rate. The flux integral in the denominator can also serve as a normaliz-
ing function consistently defining the effective cross section for use in 
subsequent calculations. Spatial dependence is included in the reaction 
cross section to imply the possible variation in atom density over the 
volume integration. For a volume which contains a uniform concentration 
of the nuclide, and denoting this volume as.. V., the effective cross sec-
tion is written as 
[,a(E)l(E)dE 
J ?1;'(K). 
<»X>1 = - % — — — — , (3-2) 
X 1 ' ^(E)dE 
AE 
where the spatially averaged flux at energy E, J$.(E) has been introduced. 
J.<& = =^ f 0(r,E)dV . (3-3) 
Vi *V1 
Knowing the energy dependence of the reaction cross section, a 
knowledge of the flux spectrum or an approximation to it is required to 
determine the effective cross section. The flux can be obtained from 
knowledge of the collision density contained in the slowirig-down equation 
for heterogeneous media. The collision density may be written in accord-
ance with the integral transport equation as given by Irving, 
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T:{r,*)jf(r^CD = TCr'^jE.^XCr^E^dV' , (3-4) 
••'.• '' ' V 
where 
, - * : •*.•.'•'••' • i . , . . • . ' * • • ' " ' • - ' - •'•• . ' • • ' . . . • . 
P(f,E,fi) = angular neutron flux ar position r, energy E, in the 
direction Q, 
- » • • . . . - » . • 
E (r,E) = total macroscopic cross section at position r, energy E, 
X(r^E,Q)= emergent particle density, or source of neutrons emerge 
A 
—» 
ing from position r with energy E and direction fi, 
T(rM-»r;E,n) = transport kernel, or probability of a neutron at posi-
. A 
tion r1, energy E and direction Q, having its next colli-
tion at position r, 
A^^ 
^ ^ ^ T(r'-r;E,Q) = S^Cr^e , '/g ' <
3"5> 
I?-?'| 
The volume integration in Eq. 3-4 is over all space, and the delta function 
is in the transport kernel in order-"to include only those sources which, 
' A1 . 
— » — » ' 
when headed in the direction 0 from r; can reach position r. 
The neutron source distribution, X(r,E,0) consists of all sources 
of neutrons due to elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, fission, ex-
ternal sources, or any other applicable mechanism. Writing only the elas-
tic scattering portion explicitly, the neutron source distribution density 
may be expressed as 





Z (r;E',Q'^E,n) = differential elastic scattering cross section at 
s 
r , for an incident neutron of energy Ef and di-
A 
rection 0', emerging from the collision with 
• A 
energy E and direction Q, 
• - • • : ; . . . • . \. 
Q(r,E,Q) = source of neutrons, other than elastic scatter-
. • ' . • - * • ' 
ing, emerging from position r with energy E and 
A 
direction Q. 
To perform the cross section averaging noted in Eq. 3-1, the total 
flux jJ(r,E) is desired rather than the angular flux. To obtain this, 
Eq. 3-4 is integrated over all directions to yield 
E.(r,E)0(r,E) = f \ J^^iE^X^1 ^MmV1 y (3-7) 
t J v J n 
since 
0(r\E) = T j^(r,E,Q)dn . (3-8) 
% - • • ' • ' . - ' • 
The volume integration can be expressed as a sum of integrals over indi-
vidual volumes V. which make up the system to give 
Zt(r\E)0(r\E) = ^ J J^TCf^r jE,Q)X(r ' ,E,Q)dQdV . (3-9) 
, 'V. Q 
One can then define 
J JAT(r '-«?;S.,n>X(r' ,E,Ci)dTldV' 
v. n 
P.(r,E) = J p . . A (3-10) 
J X0?f,E,Q)dOdVf 
JV.JQ 
J- . r 
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which is the number of neutrons from sources in V. which have their next 
J 
' . ' ' • ' • • ' ' ' . • - * • 
collision at position r, divided by the total source iii V.. This is 
merely the average probability that a neutron from sources in V. will 
— • • 
have its next collision at r. With the use of Eq. 3-10 one may rewrite 
Eq. 3-9 as 
Et(?,E)0(r,E) = £ Pj(r-,B) [ J ^ ' .E^dQdV' . <3"U) 
J J 
The above expression may be further simplified by introducing the average 
source strength of volume V., 
X.(E) = i f Tx(?f,E,cidDcRr , (3-12) 
J -v\i J v *>n 1 "V -0 
which then yields 
St0?,E)JzJ0?,E) = J Pj(?,E)Xj(E)Vj . (3-13) 
For the case in which the volume of interest fqr cross section averaging 
is V., the total collision rate in the volume is obtained by integrating 
Eq. 3-13 over V.. The result is 
• - • • . : 1 • 
= t i i » \ - i xJ(E)vj4pj(?,E)dv • 
y .. i '•• 
(3-14) 
where the total cross section is assumed to be space independent within 
V. and the spatially averaged flux has been introduced from Eq. 3-3. 
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Based on the interpretation of P.(r,E), the factor J P,,(r,E) can 
i 
be described as the average probability that a neutron from sources in 
V. will make its next collision in V.. This is simply the escape prob-
ability from V to V which may be written as 
J.' Pj(7,E)dV = P^CE) . (3-15) 
1 • ' 
For the case of j = i, the above interpretation is simply the i volume 
non-escape probability. Writing this term explicitly, one gets 
J Pi(?,E)<iV ~ P ^ O p . (3-16) 
V. 
l 
• ' • • , . — • • .• • & • ' • ' , - ' - . • , ' • ' • 
It should be noted that, since P.(r,E) is the probability that neutrons 
from V. will collide at point r*, then the integral over all space will 
be unity provided that leakage from the reactor system is considered. 
First writing the integral over all space and then expressing it as a 
summation of integrals, 
f:\9, 
-00 
E)dV = 1 , (3-17) 
or 
| Pi(r,E)dV+ T J Pi(r;E)dV = 1 . (3-18) 
v i M"v 
f-Vi 
One can then identify the i region non-escape probability to be 
P^^E) = 1 .-. ) P^^E) , (3-19) 
: • / • • • • • m • : • • • • • ; . • • • . ' ; • 
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where one of the .P. ..(E) is ttoe probability of a neutron in V. completely 
escaping the reactor. The collision rate in Vy can now be written as 
• •£t/^i®V"'(1' '"'X ' (3-20) 
where the summation is over all volumes other than V.V 
The collision rate expression developed above is a general basis 
for developing effective cross sections for heterogeneous media. The ex-
pression is completely general with only the restriction that cross sec-
tions are space independent within each volume V,. The same expression 
may be obtained by a simple neutron balance, but the above approach gives 
the required formulation of the escape probabilities in order that Eq. 3-20 
be exact> Most current methods of obtaining effective cross sections for 
heterogeneous media also begin with this collision rate expression, but 
various restrictions on spatial effects are immediately imposed. 
Reciprocity Relations 
In order to solve the collision rate expression given by Eq. 3-20 
the sources and escape probabilities must be determined. However, before 
attempting to obtain each escape probability, additional development using 
the reciprocity properties of the transport equation can allow escape 
probabilities to be related to each other. 
The use of reciprocity relations in current heterogeneous methods 
is described in several references. " ' ' ' .."''.''•'• After development: of 
a generalized reciprocity relation without restrictive assumptions, com-
parisons to the more generally used relation will be made. 
V'vf'"^-"V'" •^^J-*"^*--**""?"v-* >.-'' 
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The general, energy-dependent reciprocity property of the transport 
equation as noted by Bell is '._ __'... 
f f f S(r,E,ft)0*(r,E,5)dndEdV = f f f S*(r%E,O)0'(r\E,fi)dhdEdV.! , (3-21) 
JVJEJfi J"\TEJfi 
where <& and (ji are the real and adjoint flux solutions of the reaK and 
adjoint energy dependent transport equations with arbitrary extern'al 
sources, '§•':'~ 
\4 = -S and L*̂ * = -S* . 
L and L* are the transport operator and adjoint operator, respectively, 
(3-22) 
lii 
and S and S* are real and adjoint sources. This relation can bellhiifeed to 
| p! It;--
i . j IfiViilJifl'1') • 
determine relationships between escape probabilities by definin|g!-the ar-
III 
bitrarjr sources as 
S = XCr,E,Q)6(E-E ) , for r in V±9 
= 0 otherwise; 
(3-23) 
S = E,(r,E,n)6(E-E ) , for r in V. u o j, 
= 0 otherwise. 
,:!• j i 
(3-24) 
E is some arbitrary energy of interest and 6 is the Dirac deIda (Ifunction, 
o • • | " ! ' ' > ! " ii • 
The general interpretation of E,(r,E,C) is an arbitrary detect|or̂  Response 
• . M ; Pi'' ' 
function; in this case the response of interest is a collision! in |V , so 
- • J I ''h I i 




J J^x(?,Eo,n)j^^;Eo,6)dOdv == J JAztj(Eo)(z((?,Eo,n)dndv . (3-25) 
*v.wn w w ^v^n • j 
Equation 3-25 i s now divided by [ X(?,E ,Q)dQdV which af ter rearrang-
«' TT J A O . • • 
•ing y i e l d s 
•v t-ft 
T Lx(?;Ert,6)/(?,En,n)dadv f f s. (is >(z(o?,Eo,o)dndv . v J Q o o J V J 0 ^ o o 
1
 r P • / • • . . • • • • • - = "
 1
 P r — r - r — .J" (3-26) 
X(^,E/s,n)dndV X(r,Ert,n)dDdV 
JV±
J!S ° JV.JQ ° 
Inspection of the right-hand side of Eq. 3*26 shows that i t i s the 
co l l i s ion ra te a t energy E in volume V due to a source X only in volume 
V., divided by that t o t a l source s t rength . This i s the same as the escape 
probabil i ty from V.- to V. a t energy E » On the left-hand side of the 
above equation one can also note that the r a t i o of the in tegra l s could be 
interpreted as an average adjoint flux with the source X as the weighting 
function. Thus with 
and defining 




f TAXC?,Eft,Q)^(?,E ,Q)dndV 
A* ^V/O ° ° 




one can write Eq. 3-26 as 
^ L ( V ===Pi-J(Eo) .'• <:3"29> 
Thus the escape probability is obtained for an arbitrary source shape in 
one volume in terms of a weighted average of the adjoint flux solution 
due to a uniform source in another volume. Since the only restriction on 
the volumes is that the cross section of each be space independent, a 
volume may have arbitrary shape, even be subdivided, and the above expres-
sion still holds. 
The same development which led to Eq. 3-29 can be applied reversing 
the roles of V. and V., or the indices may be reversed in Eq. 3-29 since 
; i • •• j ' • • : • • • * : • ' , / ; . ^ 
it is general to yield 
fi<*»> ?***%> • : y Q-30) 
The ratio of Eq. 3-30 to Eq. 3-29 then yields a generalized reciprocity 
relation,; . 
P. .(E ) 0*(E ) 
P i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ < E ) : <3-31> 
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Thus one may eliminate half the escape probabilities in the collision 
rate expression (Eq. 3-20) by use of the above relation. 
In Comparison to the generalized reciprocity relation of Eq. 3-31, 
it is useful to examine the generally used reciprocity relation. Let 
the neutron source be isotropic and uniform in space, 
X(r,Eo,fi) .= ̂ ~- , r* in V. only. (3-32) 
Equation 3-25 then becomes 
•T—\.. \j (?,E ,fi)dfidV- f I E (E )(Z((r,E ,n)dndV . (3-33) 
4TTVi JV.JQ ° JV.JQ tj ° ° 
i .. J • 
The left-hand side of Eq. 3-33 is just the volume average of the adjoint 
flux, 0.(E ), and;by also introducing the volume average of the real flux, 
Eq. 3-33 becomes 
^ ( y - W j ^ • (3-34) 
An analogous development yields 
?*(EJ = 4TTV„E,. (E -)?i (E-) . (3-35) 
j o l t, o -i-. o 
Inspection of Eq. 3-28 shows that for a uniform source, the source weighted 
adjoint flux is equal to the Volume averaged adjoint flux, so for the flat 
source case Eq. 3-31 becomes 
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(3-36) 
However, Bell notes that the average flux in one volume due to a uniform 
source in another volume is equal to the average flux in the second volume 
due to a uniform source in the first volume.'—'That is, 
^(E o)>?.(E o) . (3-37) 
From this, Eq. 3-36 reduces to the generally used flat-flux reciprocity 
relation 
P. /(E )V.E._ (E ) == P.!liiW.T.,. (E"..') . 
J~*i o j t. o: i-*j - o l t.. o 
(3-38) 
Comparing the generalized reciprocity relation of Eq. 3-31 with 
the flat-flux reciprocity relation of Eq. 3-38, one can readily introduce 
a parameter' . 
^j(E)VjEt (E) 
f..(E) = ^ .'},, , (3-39) 
J ,-.".(*1(E>vii:t.(E)'. 
which can be used to rewrite the generalized reciprocity relation as 
Pj^.(E)VjZt (E) 
- L — = f.,(E) . (3-40) 
Pi-»j(E)ViEt.(E) i j 
In this form the new parameter can be interpreted as a nonuniformity 
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parameter which is unity when the neutron source is flat/Introducing 
this parameter into the collision rate expression (Eq. 3-20), the result 
is 
Et (E) (3-41) 
Et (E)?.(E) = (l - I P^CE)) X.(E) + l fijWPi (E) ̂ g y X.(E). 
... . -i •;;•" J-; j .-.- ^ 
This expression may then be used for arbitrary nonuniform sources, and for 
uniform sources it correctly reduces to the flat-flux approximation. 
Escape Cross Section 
The collision rate expression of Eq. 3-41 can be simplified by ex-
pressing the escape probability in a form similar to that introduced by 
Wigner in his work on lumped absorbers."• Wigner noted that, when the 
dimensions of a region were large compared to the mean free path, the 
escape probability for a uniformly distributed source could be expressed 
as. 
esc 4VSt(E) ,..'• 
(3-42) 
where A is the surface area and V is the volume of the region. For very 
small regions the escape probability will approach unity, so Wigner pro-
posed a "rational approximation" for intermediate cases given by 
*esc'.'- " 4VS.(E) V (3-43) 
• _ ;:i + , -
Noting that the factor A/4V has the units of macroscopic cross section, 
an artificial escape cross section could be defined, 
S e = W » (3-44) 
with which the rational approximation becomes 
h 




The validity of Wigner's rational approximation has been questioned several 
times noting that it generally uriderpredicts] the exact escape probability 
for a uniform source. ' *'. '' However, the simplicity of it has been so 
advantageous that it is widely used. Correction factors have been applied 
31 51 52 
to the escape cross section for isolated regions ' • '•. and close-packed 
2fi 07 S^ 
lattices ' ' ; nevertheless, the accuracy of the approximation is still 
51 52 94 
limited. ' '• The primary restriction that causes limitation is that 
the escape cross section, even with corrections, be a constant. However, 
by defining an energy-dependent escape cross section as that which pre-
serves the correct escape probability, the simplicity of the form of;.Wig-.-
ner's rational approximation can be introduced into the generalized de-
velopment. 
Similar to Eq. 3-45, introduce an energy dependent escape cross 
section E (E) such that the escape probability from V. to V. is given by 
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The escape cross section is thus defined as 
Et (E)P.L^.(E) 
Se 3 ( E) = I1- P, (E) • <3-47) 
The escape probability as given by Eq„ 3-46 can now be substituted into 
the collision rate expression shown in Eq."3-41. For the case of a two-
region problem, with either one region isolated within another one or a 
repeating arrangement of two volumes, Eq. 3-41 reduces to 
, \ (E) . . ,;/;.y 
^ (E)fc(E)== I1 . — X - 0 ) ; (3.48) 
i ; (2t (E)'.;+ r
j(E)> 
Eij(E) V ( E ) _ 
+ f. .(E) — -T7 • V-'Sgv -X .(E) . 
1J (2. (E) .+ 21J(E)) V . W J V e --J... 
From this equation one can readily solve for the spatial average of the 
flux as 
'̂ U;; '̂:;;^ 
r ( E ) i / . (3-49) 
1 2L (E) +S, J(E) 
• : - - : i '" •. • 
One has thus obtained a generalized expression for the flux which is 
simple in form but which can include detailed spatial effects as well as 
spectral effects. 
To again demonstrate the generality of this approach it may be 
easily shown that it correctly reduces to equivalence theory under the 
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usual assumptions. The basic assumptions of equivalence theory and their 
implications in this approach are:: 
1. Narrow resonance approximation -~ X(E)= £ /E, 
s 
2. Flat-flux approximation -- £..(£) = 1 , 
3. WignerIs rational approximation -- E = constant 
Also imposing constant scattering cross section and no absorption in the 
moderator region, Eq. 3-49 becomes 




1 14 which yields the usual equivalence properties. * Here E appears as 
merely an addition to the scattering cross section, so the heterogeneous 
case can be made equivalent to a homogeneous case by merely augmenting 
the scattering cross section by 2 . It should be noted, however, that 
only after imposing the above assumptions does the general method reduce 
to equivalence theory. 
To determine cross section average syEq. 3-49 can be substituted 
into Eq. 3-2 to yield 
(x.(E) + fij(E)^ls7X.(E)) 
r ^ ( E ) . . • . - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t - , - - • • 
,ij 
dE 
AE " (E (E) + E ; J ( E ) > 
< , V
K ' ' - ' ' ' l • • - * " " • " " . < 3 " 5 1 > 
X i S^(E)_ 
(xi(E) + fi.(E)5J-^Xj(E)) 
J • • * -
AE (i:t (E) + z£
J(E)) 
. 1 ' 
J — — dE 
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One thus has the basis of a generalized method of generating effective 
resonance cross sections with freedom from restrictive assumptions, but 
which can also easily and correctly include approximations. The simple 
form and general nature of this method should allow easy assessment of 
the influence of any of the parameters, and this property yields two 
distinct contributions. First, since each parameter has an analog in 
current methods, sophisticated analysis could be used to determine param-
eters of the flux expression, thus allowing evaluation of the magnitude 
and sources of restrictions in current methods. Secondly, with an under-
standing of the effects of the various parameters involved, a characteri-
zation of the parameters could be used along with optional inclusion of 
the standard approximations to yield a general method of cross section 
averaging. This method could then be used in favor of the more time-
consuming methods, and the parameterization could be applied in much the 
same way as self-shielding factors and polynomial fits are used to account 
for resonance effects in current methods. V Standard approximations 
could be included by merely adjusting the appropriate parameter in the 
general expression. To investigate the potential of this general method 
both of these areas are examined in the remainder of this work. A de-
tailed assessment and a parameterization of the effect of spatial non-
uniformity in the slowing-down source on average cross sections in the re-
solved resonance range is undertaken. Ihe methods which are used to apply 




In order to utilize the general method of cross section averaging 
described in the previous chapter, methods must be devised to investigate 
the fundamental parameters. Determination of the fluxes and sources is 
required to subsequently obtain escape probabilities and the nonunlformlty 
parameters f(E) and £ (E). Current methods either do not have the capa-
bilities to investigate these heterogeneous effects or are not readily 
adaptable for such analyses. Consequently, a method of determining the 
flux and source distributions was developed which would also yield the 
nonunlformlty parameters. Although the preceding development which led 
to the nonuniformity parameters included the use of both an adjoint flux 
solution and a real flux solution, determination of these parameters can 
be made with just the real solution. Solution of the integral transport 
equation for the real neutron flux and source is then the basis of the 
following method. Whenever appropriate,, available techniques were util-
ised and current methods were also implemented for comparison. 
For the purposes of this work the computational development was 
limited to the study of heterogeneous effects in a one-dimensional slab 
model of a two-region cell. This should be adequate for the determi-
nation of the nonuniformity factors and assessment of the general 
method. The computational procedure can be outlined with the following 
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steps. The neutron flux and source solutions to the integral transport 
equation as expressed by Eqs. 3-4 and 3-6 are first obtained for an in-
finitely repeating lattice of two-region cells. After obtaining the 
source distribution, the components of the flux distribution due to the 
source in one region, then the other, are obtained. This approach allows 
determination of the escape probabilities as given by Eq. 3-27. From the 
escape probabilities the nonuniformity factors f(E) and S (E) can then be 
obtained by Eq. 3-40 and Eq. 3-47, respectively. 
For an infinite, repetitive lattice in slab geometry, the integral 





(Zf(x,E) = f f 6 01~ X(x',E)dRdx' (4-D 
^x^-c^R^lx-xl 2R 
where x and x' are spatial positions and R is the chord shown in Figure 1. 
Equation 4-1 was obtained from Eqs. 3-4 and 3-5 by dividing through by the 
total cross section and integrating over all angles. For the source, the, 
scattering and external components were assumed to be isotropic, and in-
tegration of Eq. 3-6 over angle yields 
:%/-. :^(X,E). = J ^ Es(x,E^E)0(x,E')dE' + Q(x,E) . <A-2)" 
E 
Equation 4-1 can be simplified by introducing the optical thickness 
(x.x'.E) = J*; Et(«,«)«•• > (4-3) 
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R 2 = |^'|2 = p2 + |x-xM2 
dV' = 2TT pd pdx' = 2TTRdRdx' 
Figure 1. Coordinate System for One-Dimensional Slab integral 
Transport Theory 
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and rearranging to yield 
•*r T(x,X ,E) 
te-M = r -j^a r e- I^T- * " f dX'. (4.4) 
X =-« R= X-X 
The general form of the exponential integral function is given by 
E (z) = z"'1 T e " V n d u , (4-5) 
n . «J 
z 
and by change of variable in the inside integral of Eq. 4-4 one obtains 
0(x,E) = J ; - ^ - ^ E|L[.T,(x,x',E)]dx'. (4-6) 
x =-» 
The objective of the computational method is then to solve the coupled 
equations, Eqs. 4-6 and 4-2, for energies near a resonance throughout a 
unit cell. 
The spatial integration in Eq. 4-6 includes all space for an in-
finitely repeating lattice of unit cells, and for a two-region cell the 
repeating lattice is shown schematically in Figure 2. The origin of the 
coordinate system is defined at the center of one region denoted as V-
with thickness T'; the other region V« has thickness T2» The unit cell 
can then be described as region V- with adjacent half-thicknesses of re-
gion V2. For the cell centered at the origin the spatial extent is from 
x = -b to b, where b -/l/2.<tj+T-2). V- is within this range from x,=' -a 
to a, where a = 1/2 t^. 
Unit Cell 
m = -1 m = o m = 1 
-b -a 




The repeating nature of the lattice can be used to express the 
spatial integration of Eq. 4-6 as a sum of integrals over the individual 
cells. Assigning art index m to each unit cell, with in == 0 referring to 
IhVi 
the cell centered at the origin, one can define the center of the m 
cell as x = Xm, where 
X = m2b . (4-7) 
m 
Equation 4-6 can then be expressed as 
oo x^b 
0(x,E)= Y [ m ^ V ^ - E1[T(x,x',E)]dx' . (4-8) 
m^oo-'x _b
 L L 
m 
By introducing the change of variable y = x'-X_ this expressiort becomes 
00 b 
0(x,E) = Y l '^ttSSfciS. E1[T(x,y+2mb,E)]dy . (4-9) 
m=-oo -b 
The periodic nature of the source distribution throughout the lattice, 
however, requires for any y value's • 
X(y+m2b,E) = X(y,E) . (4-10) 
This periodic condition can be inserted into Eq. 4-9 and the remaining 
integral divided to yield 
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h 
0(x,E) = £ {[ - ^ - E1[T(x,y+m2b,E)]dy (4-11) 
m=-oo 
+ J XfrjE^ E jT(x,y+m2b,E) ]dy} . 
By a change of variables, y=-y, in the second term above, and use of a 
symmetry condition about the center of the cell,, 
X(-y,E) =X(y,E), 0 =s y =§ b , (4-12) 
the flux expression becomes 
00 b 
(2f(x,E) = •£ I ^ ^ {E1[T(x,y+m2b,E)] (4-13) 
m=-oo ° 
+ E1[T(x,-y+m2b,E)])dy . 
The infinite integral of Eq. 4-6 has thus been changed to an integration 
over half the unit cell. The above expression can be simplified farther 
by defining the transport kernel for an infinite lattice in slab geometry 
as 
00 
T(x,x',E) = Y {E1[T(x,x
/+m2b,E)] + E1[T(x,-x
>+m2b,E) ]) . (4-14) 
m=-oo 
Using the kernel expression, Eq. 4-13 becomes 
0(x,E) = J ^ * - ^ T(x,x',E)dx' . (4-15) 
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Provided one knows the source distribution in the above expression 
the integration could be carried out to obtain the flux distribution. 
The two distributions are interdependent, however, and the solutions must 
be obtained simultaneously. Let us investigate the source distribution 
and examine the elastic scattering component. Assuming inelastic scatter-
ing, the differential scattering cross section in Eq. 4-2 can be expressed 
as 
S (x E') 
Es(x,E'-E) = (IJ)E> > for E S E' * E/C* , (4-16) 
=• 0, otherwise. 
IL(x,E') is the total elastic scattering cross section at energy 
E , and 
•«-Mf> (4-17) 
where A is the atomic weightof a particular isotopev Assuming the pres-
ence of several isotopes and indicating each with an index i, the elastic 
scattering source can be more adequately formulated and Eq. 4-2 becomes 
*/Vzs.(x,E') ^ 
X(x,E) = 2 J ^ i a )E> 0(x,E')dE' + Q(x,E) . (4-18) 
i E i 
To solve Eqs. 4-15 and 4-18 together a discrete mesh of spatial 
and energy points is imposed. These meshes are simply 
and 
x = x , n = 1,. . .,N, 
n' ' 
E = E , g = 1,. . .,G, 
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where x. = 0 , x„ =.b, and one of the points x^ = a; for the energy mesh 
E, is the highest energy of interest and the remaining values decrease 
in energy. Between the energy mesh points the scattering rate for each 
isotope is assumed to be a linear function of energy, that is, 
LSi(x,E)(Z((x,E) = (4-19) 
(E-Eg)Zgi (x,E^I)^(x,Eg_1) + (Eg_1-E)ZSi(x,Eg)(Z((x,Eg) 
E \ - E * 
g-1 g 
Above the energy E-, the asymptotic flux spectrum is assumed, 
E 
Z^Cx.EXzfCxIE) = Z^Cx^E^^Cx^E^ ^ , E * , E^ . (4-20) 
Between the spatial mesh points the source distribution is assumed to be 
a linear function of position, 
(x-x )X(x. ,E) + (x : -x)X(x ,E) 
X(x,E) > n x x
 + " V (4-21) 
.'•.• x n + l ~ * n . 
so the integral transport problem becomes the determination of the flux 
and source at the space-energy nodes -- x /.E . The energy mesh approach 
noted above is modeled after the treatment used in the GAROL code and the 
spatial mesh treatment reflects that used in the RABID code. The use of 
them together here is felt to capitalize on the most advantageous aspects 
of both codes. The spatial treatment in GAROL is inadequate for examining 
detailed heterogeneous effects, and the energy treatment in RABID has been 
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previously noted to cause certain problems. 
By imposing the energy mesh the integration required for the source 
determination can be carried out. For the elastic scattering contribution 
to E due to just one isotope one can write 
^ a i ^ s ± ^ ^ ) 
X.(x,Ej=J •(^g,)E/-;^(k>E")dE" (4-22) 
s E i' 
S ' 
Pi + 1 F 
1 V-12c,(x,E') 
= I JE 71*5-51- **•* '>« ' 
8 =8 g 
+ 1 (i-g.)E- * ' .oar 
JS . 3 . 
:pi : 
where E "'si E /a. ̂  E -. A schematic diagram of the energy scale is 
Pi g' i Pi"! 
given in Figure 3 showing the appropriate mesh points. For the case when 
p.=l, that is E /a. > E-, the asymptotic form of Eq. 4-20 is substituted 
into the second integral to yield 
^ ^ • ^ ^ ( ^ V r ) : -
i •. . • e 
By using Eq. 4-19 the evaluationof the first integral of Eq. 4-22 can be 
obtained; the resulting form is 
E ^_1 





E * In E * .. /E *s 
l _ JL R -1' g 
A u / ui u / wu /. iE / . InE > 1 /E v 
X (l - * E
 8 ^ g j + Sg.Cx,E V)0(x,Eg,)( fi-"
1 f 1 g- ll . 
V E-'-l" V j Sl g g > V-l \V ' 
The second integral of Eq. 4-22 can be similarly evaluated to yield 
E'/a.. 
S A .,* dE J " Zs.(xJE^(x,E
/) f^== Z^Cx^/^^^x^/c^) (4-24) 
pi 
E In E /a.E 
/ P ± g' I , . P A ; . . . .• . • . / g- x 
x I1 - yttl-Ep H i ^ ' V ^ V ~̂V̂  
E la. In E /o'.E 
' l g' i pt 
g i P, -o 
where the starred factors merely denote that they represent the evaluation 
of Eq. 4-19 at E = E /a.. The expressions givem above can be simplified 




E ... In E 7 E .. 
E : - E -- ' 
g g+1 
E n In E _/E 
S-l 8-1 -S . 1 
x » 




and the special coefficients 
E In E /o/.E 
* _ P i g * P 1 
p i * g' - i P,-
and 
P i g 
E / a . In E / a . E 
g i g i P. 
E / a . - E 
g i p 





E 1 Range 






Figure 3. Schematic Energy Mesh Structure for Elastic 
Scattering Treatment 
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Then by combination of like terms, Eq. 4-22 can be expressed as 
Pi+1 
VX>V = 1^7 i 2Si ( x> Eg^ ( X j Eg ) Yg + I hi^^ (4"29> 
1 e'=e-l 
X0(x,Eg.)(3g,+Vg.)...+ 2si(x,Ep<)^(xyEp4)(Pp +Y*>g) 
" ' * • / - # * 
+ £Si (x'Vai ) !< (*,V°i')BP.gJ ' 
* 1 
i1 
Then the total source is given by 
X(x,EJ =Jxi(x,E.) + Q(x,EJ . (4-30) 
g 
l 
The spatial integral of Eq. 4-15 can be obtained by imposing the 
spatial mesh and inserting the shape given by Eq. 4-21. The flux at one 
of the space points is then given by 
' '•••£ r [ x _ > i . l X ( x >,E) - x M(x *. ,E)] 
*w-\i rn+1 v..,.:,n+1 •(*-»> 
' * _ i •• • n + 1 .- :''n 











T(x , x ' , E ) d x ' + — n " + 1 n 
X > •_ - X * 
n +1 n 
J x ' T ( x n , x
> , E ) d x ^ . 
Although the process is tedious, the kernel integrations noted above can 
be carried out, and for energy E the integrals are denoted as the coeffi-
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c i e n t s 
x /.' . 
n +1 
T(x , x ' , E ) d x ' 
ng J n g 
n 
iK = r 
nng J 
(4-32) 
= Z^\E) (6n ^ E 2 C Vn<T<Xn '>V " T<V V> ] tN n ' g 




+ T ( x n , E g ) ] - E 2 [ T ( x n . + 1 , E g ) + T ( x n , E g ) ] > c ^ I } 
m=o j = 1 
6. {E2[mTo(Eg) + \ . ) n j ( E g ) ] . E 2 [ » t 0 ( B g ) + oj. , + 1 > n j (Eg) ]}} 
Z , = 
n ng 
x / , . 
, n +1 
x * 
n 
x 'T (x , x ' , E ) d x ' 
n g 
(4-33) 
— — 7 { E , e V ( T ( X , ,E ) - T (X ,E ) ) ] - E J e , 
I (x , ,E ) 2 L 3 n n v n g ' \ n ' g " 3 n n 
X (T(x n . . + 1 ,E g ) - T(x n ,E ) ) ] + e n > A Z t ( x n , ) E g ) C x n . E 2 
X « 2 t t V ( T ( x n , . E ) - T ( x n , E g ) ) ] - V + l
B 2 [ . « n ' n ( T < V + l ' V 
- T ( x n > E g ) ) ] } + E 3 t T ( x n „ E g ) + T ( x n , E g ) ] - E 3 [ T ( x n , + 1 > E g ) 
* • r (x n ,E g ) ] + S t ( x n , , E > { x n . E 2 [ T ( x n 0 E g ) + T(x n ,E ) ] 
(continued) 
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- V + l
E 2 [ T < V + l > y
 + T<xn,Eg)]} 
oo 4 
+ . 1 y {E.[miv(Ej +a / .(E ) ] - E . U T (E ) t. L L 3 . p>-g-- n , n j v g ' 3 ox g' 
m=o j=l 
+ V ' + l , n j <
Eg>] + 6 J Z t ( x n " V [*n ' E 2 K »g>
 + V , n j ( E g ) ] 
.-•x ^.EAm-T (E ) + a > . . (E ) ] ] } ! n +1 2 o g n -l-l,nj g' JJ 
In the above expressions 
T(xn,Eg) = T(o,Xn,Eg) ' (4-34) 
T0(Eg} = T ( o , b > Eg ) ' (4"35) 
en^n = +1 , V * n , (4-36) 
= -I-., n < n , 
6,=+!, j == I, 4, or 5 , (4-37) 
= -1 , j = 2 or 3 , 
%<+}&$& - o ( ¥ + 6 i T ( X n ' ' E g > + %lT ( Xn>V ' (4-38> 
Development; of the above integrals is covered in more detail in Appendix 
A/ With';|hes Eq. 4-31 can be stated 
and 
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<2f(x,E) . = - i J - — ± — - { [ x n . + 1 X ( x n , E ) - x >X(xn> E) ] z V
 ( 4 " 3 9 ) n ^ £. x / - - x * i. n +1 n n n +1 n ng 
>••.,. n + 1 n . • . • o . • 
. n . . = 1 : ••• 
+ Ix(x , T,E) - X(x ,,E)] Z
2> 1... n +1* n n ngj 
Since the cell is made up of two regions with a discontinuity in 
cross section occurring at the interface, the source distribution will be 
discontinuous there. The flux distribution will be continuous at the 
interface but the spatial derivative can be discontinuous. To handle 
this discontinuity and to avoid any ambiguity in identifying the proper 
cross sections to apply near the boundary, Eq. 4-39 can be rewritten as 
2 BL 
0 w l Y y ^ — {[ x ,,--X ̂ T ; -x ,X V _ ]Z
l. (4-40) 
ng 2 T A J-j'i-- x ' ,-x > L n +1 n +L-l,g n n +L,g n ng L=l n =A, n +i n 
+ C ^ ^ L , g ^ n % L - l , g ] Z ^ g ) 
A simple notation has been introduced here: $ =-5;rf;(x ,E ) and X lT V
 = 
ng r A n g' *n+L-l,g 
X(x ,E ) for x in region L. The source can be double valued at the inter-n g n 
face; and Â ^ = 1, B^ = K-l, A2 = K, B^ > N-l. Using the simpler notation, 
the source expressibn from Eqs. 4-29 and 4-30 becomes 
' " " • \ p i+i : • , " : ' 
1 •'.• ' 8 ' = 8 - 1 
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where Z~^ = XL.(x ,E ) for x in region L, and the starred term again 
denotes evaluation of Eq. 4-19 at E = E./o^. 
Evaluation of the kernels given in Eqs. 4-32 and 4-33 is performed 
similar to that used in the RABID code. To evaluate a single exponential 
96 integral function, E (z), a series expansion is used for E-, and higher 
ordered functions are obtained by a recursion relation. The error for an 
-6 
evaluation is typically less than 10 . To determine the infinite sums of 
the exponential integral functions two approaches are used. If either a 
or T as used in Eqs. 4-32 or 4-33 is small, a Euler-MacLaurin summation 
o . • ' 
formula as used in RABID is evaluated. For the second order summation the 
error is less than T /10080a ; for the third order summation the error 
is less than f. /50400a . Since a ̂ T is required for accuracy then, the 
o o 
first few terms of the sum are evaluated singly and then the summation 
formula used. When a and T are not small a method of evaluating the 
9 7 infinite sum using special Gaussian quadratures developed by Olson is 
used. This approach is found in RABID and other codes and has been imple-
mented here. The resultihg maximum error in kerne1 evaluatibn should be 
less than l/30%. Since differences of the various functipns also exist, 
Taylor series expansions are also used when arguments get very close, 
With the collision kernels and other coefficients, using Eqs. 4-40 
and 4-41, the flux and source solutions can be obtained by an iterative 
approach. From an initial flux guess an approximation of the source can 
be obtained from Eq. 4-41. Based on this source an improved flux solution 
can be obtained from Eq. 4-40. This process is then repeated until accept-
able flux and source solutions are obtained. From the physical nature of 
60 
this problem the flux solution at a given energy does not depend on the 
flux at lower energies* However, determination for a lower energy can 
take advantage of any improvements in the higher energy solutions during 
the iteration process. A boundary condition at the highest energy is re-
quired, and the iteration process can step down in energy from there to 
determine the final solution. Although the above approach is inherently 
stable, there is the possibility that problems can occur, because with 
the integral approach any small errors will tend to accumulate. To elimi-
nate this problem a kernel normalization and a neutron conservation rela-
tion are used. 
68 
As noted by Lewis the known solution to the flux for the case 
of no absorption can be used to normalize the collision kernel. For no 
absorption or external sources the source will be proportional to E /E 
s 
and the corresponding flux solution will be l/E, with both being uniform 
in space. Substituting these solutions into Eq. 4-40 one obtains 
.-.'••, :-.•',-. 2 '•
 B L zLg'
:-
8 fc=l n 1 ^ g 
In the above case £,_ = '£ • and for any case the kernel values depend only 
•'•• v S • • • - . ' ' . ' ' • 
on E ; however, by replacing E in the above expression by E,., a nonriali-
x s t 
zation condition even for cases with absorption can be written as 
>:-'^;;^\' ;•;••+;»&^^.--.:' * t 
^ S ; ' V ^ ^ <*-«> 
fc=l n ' ^ L •; ; •'. 
This normalization process then tends to eliminate small errors in the 
kernel calculations or point out larger errors. 
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Since the geometry under investigation is an infinite array of 
unit cells, neutron conservation requires that there be no net loss of 
neutrons across the cell boundaries. This property can be used to compen-
sate for small errors in the flux calculation. Since no leakage can occur 
all source neutrons must be accounted for by collisions, and this is ex-
pressed as 
J Zt(x,E)0(x,E)dx = 'J X(x,E)dx , (4-44) 
where the integration is over both regions of the cell and applies for 
every energy. The above expression can also be stated as 
i^^/L-ivL' <4-45) 
L = I • . i ^ 1 " : 
where ;$__ is the average flux in region L for energy E and )C is the 
corresponding average source. By determination of these averages from 
the flux and source solutions, Eq. 4-45 can be evaluated to see if neutron 
conservation exists. If, due to some error, the relation is not satis-
fied, a correction to the flux solution can be made which will yield the 
' 68 
correct conservation. Lewis suggests an approach which attributes the 
deviation from conservation to the flux depression in or near the fuel 
region. One can then add a corrective term to the flux which will vanish 
when there is no depression. The corrected flux can be defined as 
d' = 0 + A((2L - 4 ) » (4-46) 
yng *ng "N^Ng 'rig' V v / 
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where A is defined such that for the corrected flux the conservation 
relation (Eq. 4-45) is met. To satisfy this .condition, the correction 
factor A can be written in terms of the uncorrected fluxes as 
2 




This approach should yield acceptable corrections provided that A is small 
compared to the average flux within each region. 
With the determination of the final flux and source solutions, the 
escape probabilities and nonuniformity factors can then be obtained. The 
escape probabilities can be determined by obtaining the flux solution in 
one region due to the source in the other region. This can be stated by 
l^m^ix^dx 
Pt-o(E) - ^ r — — — — , (4-48) 
^ 2 I X(x,E)dx 
or 
st8?LT ? 
wv- Vv (4"49) 
where J?« is the average flux in region 2 due only to sources in region 1. 
The flux solution, and hence the average, are determined from Eq. 4-40 by 
restricting the summation over region to just L=l, then only the region 1 
portion of the final source is allowed to contribute. By restricting the 
63 
region summation to L=2 the other escape probability is determined and 
can be written as 
M •& 
P2~l-g' X2g -2 
The escape cross section can then be expressed by 
i<v °- \ X • ( 4- 5 0> 
E£8 w y ' 
S,(B ) = ,, /1AS" ., (4-5D -c-V l-P1-2(Eg) ' 
or by dividing by the atom density of the resonance absorber, N , an 
escape cross section per atom of absorber can be defined by 
^(Eg) =Se(Eg)/Nr • (4-52) 
Finally, the expression for the notiuniformity factor f(E) can be obtained 
by using Eqs. 3-49 and 3-50 to reduce the general relation of Eq. 3-40 
from the form 
f(EJ ..« I (4-53) 
? • *i-2<V *t Ti 
t o • 
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^ l g
X l g T l 
f(EJ * 4 y M , , (4-54) 
^ 2 g X 2 g T 2 
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The methods and steps outlined above were implemented into a com-
puter code to determine the detailed effects of heterogeneity due to an 
isolated resonance for a material in region 1 of the two-region, slab cell 
configuration. The code also includes the ability to handle precalculated 
kernels, arbitrary external source, flux guess and boundary condition, and 
Doppler broadened cross sections with interference scattering. The high-
est energy point is required to be at least E /oi , where E is the reso-
nance energy and a is for the resonance isotope. Thirty mesh points each 
are allowed for energy and space with arbitrary spacing. To obtain a rea-
sonable mesh, energy spacing is determined by inspection after generating 
the resonance cross sections. The spatial mesh selection is quite impor-
tant due to the spatial averaging that is to be performed. To assure that 
spatial points are selected which will yield acceptable resolution for 
all energies an approximate solution is examined. For the case of a flat 
source of neutrons in one region the first collision flux shape in the 
other region is given by 
^ ^ + E2[Et(E)(a-x)]} , (4-55) 
0 £ x £ a ;; .'• ••••':^ •'••;:
 :/'- ; v ' • " " . . ;-
This type relation can then be studied and used to obtain an estimate of 
the flux depression and the spatial mesh required to adequately describe 
it. The above: relation can also be used to yield a good approximation 
of the flux shape between space points which can be used in the spatial 
averaging! Specifically, the shape between points is assumed to be 
described by 
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0(x,E ) - 4 F(x,E ) - F(x ,E ) .-"v ' gv /ng ' g7 v n* g7 
0 - - 0 F(x n,E ) - F(x ,E )."» Fn+l,g *ng Vn+i» g' v n' g' 
(4-56) 
where x £ x £-x' n, and 
n n+1' 
F(x,Eg) = E2[2t(Eg)(a+x)] + E2[Et(Eg)(a-x)] . (4-57) 
This type approach in the averaging process may then offset some of the 
adverse effects of inadequate spatial mesh. 
Since only one isolated resonance is examined in the computation, 
the cross sections for the non-resonance materials are assumed to be con-
stant. Any degree of absorption is allowed for these materials though. 
The resonance cross sections include s-wave scattering only and are deter-
mined from 
:•.;•• T • ' ' J E : 
<yGCE)- = oo ~ {-f *(£>y) V ;(4-58) 
as(E) = aQ f •<5,y)
;'+-.(<>^;|r)* X(|,y) + a , (4-59) 
where 
g = peak he igh t of resonance 
= 2.60385 x 10
6 /ArH\ 2 Fri 
E V A 7 8 T ' 
o 
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T , r , Tt = capture, neutron, and total width, respectively, 
a = potential scattering cross section, 
P /4k« \A 
s - V v TD = X-ir) > i
vv 1D = K-Z-. 
7 = ij (E-V • 
g = statistical spin factor, 
ty(§>y) = symmetric Doppler shape function, 
X(^,y) = nonsymmetric Doppler shape function. 
All parameters are standard; k is Boltzmann^ constant and 0 is absolute 
temperature. The nonsymmetric function is not to be confused with the 
previously defined source distribution. Routines for evaluating the 
shape functions were obtained from the ERIC-2 code and the RABBLE code. 
Through the methods and procedures outlined above the spatial nonuni-
formity effects in a heterogeneous lattice can be examined in detail. 
The nonuniformity effects can then be expressed in terms of a simple flux 
expression, which for the average flux in region 1 of the two-region cell 
is given by 
X!(E) +. f'(B)"--j^j-X2(E) 
t2 
^i (Ey> z . , ( E ) - r n i r ^ " ' <4-60) 2 t l (E);+ se(E) 
To perform cross section averaging, however, these effects must be ex-
pressed for a wide energy range including many resonances and in the fol-
lowing chapter the advantageous manner in which the generalized method 
allows extension to various energies and different resonances is brought 
out. With a representation of the nonuniformity effects over the appro-
priate energy range the cross section averaging can then be carried out. 
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To perform the cross section averaging using the general method, 
a separate computer code was written. The energy integration is per-
'98 
formed resonance by resonance using a Romberg numerical quadrature. 
Any number of neighboring resonances are allowed to contribute to the 
total cross section and nonresonance materials can have broad group de-
pendent cross sections. The exact flat: treatment and equivalence theory 
are also available as special cases of the general method. For the exact 
flat treatment f(E) is set equal to unity and the escape cross section is 
determined from 
flat Etl ( E ) Pl!f ( E ) 
4 <E> -•• flat • - W - 6 1 ) 
1 -P^f(E) 
••:_. • 9 
For this case the escape probability for a flat source can be written 
flat P e s c ( g ) ^ C ) 
Pl-»2 (E) ~ 1 - (l-2st,(E)T,P"..J***" ' (4-62) 
t i ' J. esc 
with 
W E > ^z^mi[o-5 - E3teti<E>Ti>] •'..'. •<«-"). 
' ' ' 28 
and the Dancoff correction is given by 
C = 2E3(St2T2) . (4-64) 
For equivalence theory f(E) is also unity and S is constant. The value 
68 
.- 53' 
of S is determined by the procedure given by Travelli for a slab 
lattice, where 
Se = W~ (1-G) , (4-65) 
with 




1 + 2Fy • (4-67) 
't2 2 
In each of the above cases the intermediate resonance approximation as 
obtained from ERIC-2 is used for the resonance absorber and the NR ap-
proximation for other materials. Within the same general method then 
there are three different degrees of treating heterogeneity, and with 
these three treatments available together, comparisons can be made on a 
consistent basis and the relative effects of heterogeneity by the differ-




Using the methods outlined in the ptevibus chapters, calculations 
were performed to assess the characteristics of the general method and 
the effect of nonuniformity on effective resonance cross sections. First, 
briefly, the behavior of the escape cross section for an exact treatment 
of a flat source of neutrons is examined. The exact flat case forms a 
basis of comparison to later treatment: of nonuniformity, and differences 
as compared to the constant escape cross section of equivalence theory are 
noted. Next, the behavior of the nonuniformity parameter f(E) arid escape 
238 
cross section a (E) are determined for resonances of U for a two-region 
79 
cell of ZPR-6 Assembly5 using the integral transport theory method of 
Chapter IV> The same method is then used for a parametric assessment of 
• 238 
the nonuhiformity parameters for the resolved resonance range of U to 
characterize the parameters required for cross section averaging. Effective 
cross sections are then obtained using the general method, and comparisons 
are made between the nonuniform treatment and more approximate treatments. 
Results of comparative calculations using other, independent computational 
methods are also included. 
Escape Cross Section for Flat Source 
A major advantage of the general, cross section averaging method 
which has been set forth in this work is the ability to handle various 
degrees of approximations within the same, framework. This ability allows 
70 
the comparison of different treatments to be 'made on a consistent basis. 
One examination which can form a useful basis of comparison for the fol-
lowing analysis of nonuniform source effects is the behavior of the escape 
cross section reflecting the exact treatment of the escape probability for 
a flat source of neutrons. This behavior can also be compared to the con-
stant value of the escape cross section used in equivalence theory. 
For a flat source of neutrons the escape cross section is givein by 
Eq. 4-61; the required escape probability and Dancoff factor are given by 
Eqs. 4-62 and 4-64, respectively. The behavior of the escape cross sec-
tion for a flat source was examined for an equivalent two-region cell for 
the core region of ZPR-6 Assembly 5, A complete description of the plate 
loading pattern for Assembly 5 is given in Reference 79. There are several 
238 
U plates distributed throughout the actual cell, twelve 1/8 inch plates 
and two 1/16 inch plates; the two-region cell is a single 1/8 inch plate 
with the associated outer region representing a proportional homogenissa-
tibn of the Other types of plates. The resulting cell description is given 
below: •; V - i - : . . . . . .• 
238U Plate Thickness 0.3175 Cm 
Outer Region Thickness 1.0264 cm 
238U Atom Density 0.04783x 1024 cm"3 
A schematie of the equivalent cell is given in Figure 4. A detailed com-
position of the outer region is not required for determination of escape 
probability and escape cross section; a constant macroscopic cross section 
of 0.35 cm is used in the Dancoff correction. Additional cell descrip-
tion is given with the integral transport theory results. 
•..".-.'•• 2 3 8 




















Figure 4. Equivalent Two-Region Cell for ZPR=6 Assembly 5 
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examined. The three resonances represent a large, moderate, and weak 
resonance; the resonance parameters of these resonances are given in 
Table 3. The total microscopic cross section for each of the resonances 
is given in Figure 5. Interference scattering and Doppler broadening to 
room temperature (293 K) are included. The accompanying escape probabil-
ities from plate to outer region and escape cross sections for these 
resonances are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Figure 7 also 
shows the constant values for escape cross section as given by the rational 
approximation and Eq. 4-65. 
238' 
Table 3. Selected U Resonance Parameters 
Peak Energy(eV) Neutron Width(eV) Capture Width(eV) Total Width(eV) 
189.6 0,1690 0.0247 
518.3 ,0.0555 0.0244 
1098.1 0.0170 0.0235 
By its definition the escape cross section depends on the total 
cross section and escape probability. The escape probability is a strong 
function of the total cross section, decreasing as the cross section in-
creases. The combined behavior of the two functions yields the behavior 
given in Figure 7 which is larger than the constant value used for equiv-
alence theory by as much as 15%. For the rational approximation, the 
Levine factor of 1.09 is not used in determining the constant escape cross 
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Figure 5. U Resonance Cross Sections at 293*K 
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Figure 6. Escape Probabilities for U Resonances 
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238 Figure 7. Escape Cross Sections for * U Resonances 
for a Flat Neutron Source 
first term of Eq. 4-66. As shown in Figure 7 this results in an under-
predict ion of the exact value. The Levine corrected constant including 
the improved bancoff correction yields a more acceptable value around the 
resonance peak, but still tends to underpredict overall. Subsequent anal-
ysis will show additional deviations from the exact flat shape as well as 
the constant values due to nonuniformity in the neutron source. 
Integral Transport theory Analysis 
In order to determine the degree of nonuniformity in the neutron 
source and the effect on the parameters of the general method, the two-
region cell of Assembly 5 just described was analyzed by the integral 
transport theory method of Chapter IV. First of all, calculations for the 
three resonances examined above were made with comparisons to the exact 
treatment of the escape probability for a flat source. Then a parametric 
study of the nonuniformity effects for a sequence of artificial resonances 
• • • . • • 2 3 8 • '' " 
which represent the resolved range for U was performed to obtain data 
necessary for cross section averaging. 
In the Integral transport theory analysis the cell is described 
' 238 
from the center of the U plate to the center of the outer region as 
previously shown in Figure 4. The various nuclides present are noted in 
238 
the figure; the atom density of U is as previously noted and the 
composition of the outer region is given in Tables 4. Crbss sections for 
2 
the outer region nuclides were obtained from an MC equivalence theory 
calculation. The broad group cross section for the group in which the 
resonance occurred was used over the range of the calculation for that 
resonance. 
Table 4> Outer Region Composition for Two-Region Cell of ZPR-6 Assembly 5 
. ~~ : • 2 4 - 3 • r ' ' 
Nuclide Concentration (10 cm ) 
'•"235 






The energy-dependent fluxes at the center of the plate, at the plate/ 
outer region interface, and at the center of the outer region, or edge of 
?38 
the cell, for the three resonances of " U are shown in Figures 8-10. In 
each case the flux is normalized to unity, and uniform across the cell, at 
E lot or E + 50Tfc, whichever is larger. The magnitude of the flux de-
pression in the plate and the accompanying depression iii the Outer region 
is seen in each case. The depression of the flux in the plate for the 
189.6 eV resonance is seen to be quite large and Figure 11 shows the spa-
tial flux profile for this resonance at a few energy points. It is such 
flux depressions that yield nonuniformity in the neutron source as can be 
seen in Figure 12. The source nonunifoirmity is also reflected in the non-
uniformity factor f(E) shown in Figure 13 for each of the three resonances. 
Recall that f(E) is unity for a flat source, which shows that the slowing* 
down source through the 1098.1 eV resonance is flat. For the 518.3 eV 
resonance there iis some nonuniformity and a larger amount for the 189.6 
eV resonance. 
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Figure 13. Uonuriiformity Factor f (E) for ' U Resonances 
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The nonuniform!ty of the neutron source is also reflected in the 
shape of the escape cross section as determined by the escape probability 
for the nonuniform source. Escape cross sections for the three resonances 
are given in Figure 14. Comparison to Figure 7, which is for a flat source, 
shows no difference for the 1098.1 eV resonance, but differences of over 
a factor of three near the center of the189.6 eV resonance. Careful in-
spection shows, in Figure 14 and more obviously in Figure 13, that the 
effect of nonuniformity is not symmetric about the center of the resonance. 
For these cases the minimum value of f(E) occurs below the center of the 
resonance because the slowing-down source below the center has been affected 
by a larger portion of the resonance than has an equally spaced point: above 
the center. Interference scattering and the accompanying smaller cross 
section values also affect the shape below the center as the flux and 
source recover rapidly. 
Choosing the strong 189.6 eV resonance, it is instructive to in-
vestigate the impact of nonuniformity on the general flux expression given 
by Eq. 4-60. In that expression the escape cross section appears in the 
numerator multiplied by f(E) and in the denominator added to the total 
cross section. Although the escape cross section reflecting the nonuniform 
source is greater than three times the exact flat value near the center of 
the resonance, the net difference when comparing the sums with the large 
total cross section value is only about 1%. The difference between the 
nonuniform treatment and the exact flat treatment: as reflected in the num-
erator can be seen by comparing f(E) x as(E) for the nonuniform case to 
the escape cross section for a flat source. For this particular resonance, 
-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 :-V^0-J^2^:>.:30-;.:-40:;-3S0 
fE~Eoy/mm 
•' 2 3 8 '•' Figure 14* Isctdfiie Gross Sections for U Resonances 
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the product of the factors for the nonuniform case near the center of the 
resonance is only 3% higher than the escape cross section for a flat source. 
Hence the effect of nonuniformity of f(E) and cr (E) combine to compensate, 
yielding a net result very similar to that for a flat source. 
The compensating effect can perhaps be seen more clearly by exam-
ination of the escape probability, rather than the artificial escape, cross 
section. The reaction rate balance given in the collision density equa-
tion of Eq. 3-41 provides a mechanism for comparing the difference due to 
nonuniform or flat source treatment. For the same source magnitudes with 
the two treatments, differences in the collision rate expression can be 
due only to the escape probability and f(E). The specific comparisons to 
be made are for the term 1̂-P., -(E) and for f(E) x P, 2(
E) ^or tlle t w o 
treatments. Such comparisons can be made by examination of Figure 15 which 
gives the escape probabilities for the nonuniform source and flat source 
as well as f(E) times the escape probability for the nonuniform source. 
The escape probability for the nonuniform source is seen to be signifi-
cantly greater than that for the flat source near the center of the reso-
nance, but at such points both values are much less than unity. When the 
nonuniform escape probability is multiplied by i:(E) one also sees that 
compensation results, yielding values very much the same as the exact 
flat case. 
A more detailed assessment of the effects of nonuniformity On the 
escape probabilities and parameters of the general method, and the poten-
tial effects on cross section averaging, requires investigatipn over a 
larger number of resonances than just the three cases noted above. In 













Figure 15V. Escape Probability Comparisons for Flat and Nonuniform 
Sources Around 189.6 eV Resonance 
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carried out using artificial resonances which represented the resolved 
'238' range for U. An entire analysis of the 199 resolved s-wave resonances 
' 238 • 
of U as given in ENDF/B-III would foe prohibitive, but studies of a 
parametric nature over selected resonance parameters can be used to ob-
tain data for the actual resonances. 
The resonance parameters from Which combinations were used for the 
parametric evaluation of nonuniformity effects in the two-region cell of 
Assembly 5 are given in Table 5. Four different peak energies and six 
different neutron widths are given; a constant capture width of 0.0235 eV 
was Used for each combination. 
Table 5. Resonance Parameters for Parametric Study of Nonuniformity 
in Two-Region Cell of ZPR-^ Assembly 5 
Peak Energy (eV) Neutron Width (eV) 
100. 0.002 
400, 0.010 
-';':"[ 1000. ' 0.050 "';'•' 
.•.:•-.':•;' 2 0 0 0 . ';•:.:';• . 0.100 
.•.•••.• '.P-.2P0; 
0.400 
During the parametric study every combination of resonance param-
eters Was not investigated. Calculations for some resonances showed little 
effect, so smaller resonances at the same energy were not evaluated. There 
were also two combinations with r = 0.4 eV, at 1.00. eV and 400. eV, which 
yield resonances significantly larger than any actually occurring lii those 
89 
energy ranges. With these guidelines, sixteen resonance calculations were 
performed as noted in the matrix of Table 6. These cases should reasonably 
represent the resolved resonance range of U. 
Table 6. Parametric Cases Investigated for Nonuniformity Effects 
in Two-Region Cell of ZPR-6 Assembly 5 
Neutron Width (eV) Peak Energy (eV) 
100. 400. 1000. 2000. 
0.002 > 
0.010 x x 
0.050 x x 
0.100 x x 
0.200 x x 
0.400 
The effects of nonuniformity determined by the parametric study as 
reflected by the parameter f(E) are shown for the various neutron widths 
for the four peak energies in Figures 16-19. Substantial deviation from 
unity for the larger neutron widths at lower energies is obvious. A sum-
mary of the effects on this parameter is shown In Figure 20, which gives 
the minimum value of f(E) as a function of neutron width for the various 
peak energies. Tlie same results are also shown in Figure 21 as a function 
of peak energy. A comparison of escape probabilities for the nonuniform 
sources and for a flat source at the peak energy of the resonance is shown 
in Table 7. The compensation effect is also shown in the table by 
10 15 .;:' 20 
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Figure 16. Nonuniformity Factor f(E) for Various Neutron Widths 
at Eo = ioo eV 
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Figure 19. Nonuniformity Factor f(E) for Various 
Neutron Widtlis at E = 2000 eV 
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Figure 21. Minimum Values of f(E) as a Function of Peak Energy 
Table 7. Escape Probability at the Resonance Peak Energy 
for Parametric Gases 
E (eV) Tn(eV) P NonuniJ 
o esc 













2000. 0.100 1.147-1 
0.200 6.550-2 
0.400 3.906-2 
Note: Read values such as 7.32.1-2 

















as 7.321 x 10"2. 
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comparison of f(E) times the escape probability of the nonuniform source 
to the exact flat escape probability. 
Additional examination of the parametric cases gave a basis for 
the compensating effect. It was observed that the probability of neutrons 
within the outer region escaping into the plate region was never more 
than 1% different from that for a flat source., This observation can be 
used to restate the general reciprocity relation of Eq. 4-53 to the form 
.ffift) 
f(E) = M : ;• .• ' - ( 5 - i ) 
-Nonuniform,-* N 
?UZ CE) 
This expression is possible due to the fact that the numerator of Eq. 4-53 
flat 
can be replaced by P- « (E) E... (E)y,, according to the flat-flux reciproc-
ity relation of Eq, 3-38, The excape cross section cart then be rewritten 
as 
'ti&'Sz'to 
°e<E>% ' V a W ( W ) 
f(E) - P1_>2 (E) 
With this simplification the effect of nontiniformity is completely con-
tained in f(E), 
In order to extend the data for f(E) from the parametric study to 
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the actual resonancesi of U an interpolation in energy and neutron width 
was used. The parametric data were first fitted to a consistent mesh of 41 
points from -50r. to 50r about the resonance peak energy. This was neces-
sary because different energy meshes were used in the integral transport 
calculations, tailored to the particular cross section behavior. A cubic 
spline interpolation was used to goi from the specific meshes to the 
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consistent mesh; 25 points in the consistent mesh were used between ± 5r . 
From the data in the consistent mesh structure a logarithmic interpolation 
in energy and neutron width between parametric points was used to obtain 
f(E) for the actual resonances from the parametric data. Based on the 
shapes shown in Figures 20 and 21, the logarithmic interpolation appears 
adequate. As additional input for interpolation, f(E) was assumed to be 
unity at T = .001 eV and at E = 10000. eV. As a check on the fitting, 
n o . ' • • • ' • . • 
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results were compared to the calculations for the three actual U reso-
nances previously noted. A comparison of the fitted to the calculated re-
sults for the 189.6 eV resonance is given in Figure 22. The smooth curve 
represents the fitted data and the points are from actual calculation. 
Agreement between the two shapes is excellent with a maximum difference 
of about 6% at the minimum value. This deviation is most likely due to 
the use of a constant capture width of 0.0235 eV in the parametric study, 
whereas the actual capture width for this resonance is 0.0247 eV. Com-
parisons between fitted and actual data for the other two smaller reso-
nances is better; a maximum difference of 0.5% was found for the 518.3 eV 
resonance and less than 0.01% for the 1098.1 eV resonance. 
Cross Section Averaging 
-•..", 238' 
Having fitted the nonuniformity parameter f(E) to the actual U 
resonances, cross section averages were obtained by the methods noted in 
Chapter IV. By the same method, averages were calculated using equivalence 
theory and the exact escape probability treatment for a flat source. For 
the purpose of cross section averaging the outer region source was assumed 
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Figure 22. Comparison of Fitted and Calculated f (E) Shape 
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and the exact flat treatment the plate source was treated by the NR 
approximation. For the nonuniform source treatment the plate region 
source was determined by iterative solution of the collision rate expres-
sion with the NR approximation as an initial guess. ! 
Cross section averages for the three treatments noted above are 
given in Table 8 for the two-region cell of Assembly 5. Only the resolved 
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s-wave resonances of U were included; the energy structure and indices 
of the broad groups are the same as in Reference 79; the upper bound of 
group 15 is 4307. eV. From the tabulated results, it can be seen that 
there is very little difference between the three treatments of hetero-
geneity. Equivalence theory results are seen to be consistently the 
smallest, exact flat the largest, with the nonuniform treatment between 
then; the maximum difference is hardly more than 1% though. The compen-
sating effects which occur in the nonuniform treatment have been noted to 
tend toward the exact flat treatment, and any remaining effects appear to 
give slight reductions Which tend toward the equivalence theory results. 
Table 8. Effective Resonance Cross Sections for the Two-Region Cell 
of ZPR-6 Assembly 5 (Barns) 
Group E, (eV) Equivalence Exact Nonuniform 
Theory Flat 
15 2612; 0.3875 0.3925 
16 2035. 0.5202 0.5275 
17 1234, 0.5318 0.5425 
18 961. 0.6443 0.6539 
19 582.9 0.8005 0.8121 
20 275.4 0.6871 0.6987 
21 101.3 1.1224 1.1305 
22 29.02 1.7327 1.7427 











In order to obtain independent assessment of the nonuniformity 
effect on the effective cross sections and to verify the magnitude of the 
cross sections, comparative calculations were performed. Equivalence 
2 
theory calculations were performed using the MC module of the Argorine 
Reactor Computation (ARC) System, and integral transport theory calcula-
tions were made with the latest version of the RABBLE code. ' RABBLE 
runs were made first with only the two regions of the Assembly 5 cell, 
then each region was divided into five subregions to determine the effect 
of nonuniformity. 
2 Before meaningful comparisons could be made between the MC and 
RABBLE results and the above data, certain differences had to be accounted 
2 
for. First of all, MC includes both s- and p-wave resonances in the re-
solved resonance range. It also includes unresolved resonances and a 
background capture cross section. The unresolved resonances affect only 
group 15 and the contribution to the total capture cross section is speci-
fied. The amount of the background capture cross section is also speci-
fied. The breakdown of the resolved resonance component is not specified 
so the fraction attributed to just s-wave had to be determined. The 
RABBLE code was used to determine this contribution by calculating the 
average capture cross sections with and without the p-wave resonances. 
The net amount associated with the p-wave resonances was from about 0.1 
barns in the higher group to 0,007 barns in Group 23, The resulting cross 
section comparison for just the s-wave component is given in Table 9. 
2 
There are several areas of difference between the MC and RABBLE 
data themselves as well as to the results of Table 8; however, taken as 
a total, there is general; agreement among the various calculations. One 
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Table 9. Comparative Cross Sections for Two-Region Cell 
of ZPR-6 Assembly 5 (Barns) 
2 
Group MC Equivalence Theory RABBLE RABBLE 
(2 Regions) (10 Subregions) 
15 0.3936 0.4094 0.4072 
16 0.6228 0.5619 0.5515 
17 0.5489 0.5682 0.5591 
18 0.6705 0.7186 0.7092 
19 0.8081 0.9056 0.8880 
20 0.7242 0.8028 0.7927 
21 0.9988 1.3028 1.2899 
22 1.2661 1.6410 1.622:7 
23 2.1474 2.6402 2.6109 
can also note that the two RABBLE calculations show little change in the 
cross section when more spatial resolution is included* There is a signif-
icant difference in the cross section for group 16 f rom MC as opposed to 
the other calculations and this difference is probably due to the large 
sodium resonance. Sodium was handled by broad group cross sections only 
in the RABBLE calculations. For the data reflected in Table 8 the use of 
an asymptotic outer region source requires only a total macroscopic cross 
section, so sodium is not handled separately. The use or" a fine-group 
weighting spectrum within the broad group structure of MC^ could also yield 
differences and has a significant effect in the lower energy groups. In-
2 ' • • • 
spection of the MC data showed that the fine-group spectrum drops almost 
five orders of magnitude over the last three broad groups. Recalculation 
• • o 
of the equivalence theory result for Group 23 from Table 8 using the MC 
fine groups and flux weighting resulted in a value of 2.272 barns which is 
2 
in much better agreement with the MC result.Additional comparisons did 
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not show the fine group weighting to be responsible for all differences, 
but the combination of such differences in treatment as the fine group 
weighting, unresolved resonances, background capture, light element treat-
merit, and resonance overlap could easily be responsible for the remaining 
differences between the results. 
Common to both sets of results just presented is the conclusion 
that source nonuniformity within the cell has little effect on the effec-
tive cross sections and should hence have little impact on reactor inte-
gral parameters. The differences that can be seen in the comparisons can 
be more easily attributed to the methods of obtaining the spectra of the 
source and flux rather than the effects of the spatial distribution on 
the escape probability. This is not to say that: the spatial flux distri-
bution has no effect, but that the net effect on cross section averages 
is rather insensitive to nonuniformity in the source through the escape 
probability. In order to put this premise to additional tests, RABBLE 
calculations were made for various other types of cells, first with two 
regions, then with several subregions. The first cell in these additional 
81 tests was for ZPR-6 Assembly 6, a plate critical with 1/4 inch Uo0o 
J o 
plates. The next cells were hypothetical cells of pin geometry for the 
core and blanket region of a large LMFBR:; a typical cell for a light water 
reactor (LWR) was also examined. A brief description of the various cells 
is given in Table 10. 
Since the intent of these calculations was to explore the non-
238 
uniformity effect on U capture cross sections, other materials were 
handled with broad group cross sections or l/v cross sections. This 
235 
treatment may be poor for Na, U, and Pu isotopes, but it does afford 
Table 10. Cell Descriptions for Additional Assessment of Nonuniformity 
ZPR-6 Assembly 6 LMFBR Core LMFBR Blanket LWR 
Plate Region 
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a consistent basis for comparison. The resulting cross section averages 
are noted in Table 11. Inspection again shows little difference due to 
the improved spatial treatment of the source. By two independent methods 
and for different types of cells, it has then been found that nonuniform-
ity has little effect on average cross sections. Differences of only 
about 17o can be located. From differences of this magnitude the effect on 
reactor integral parameters is judged to be small, and nonuniformity treat-
ment does not appear to be the source of current discrepancies between cal-
culations and experiment. 
Table 11. U Capture Cross Sections for Additional Cell Descriptions (barns) 
Group ZPR-6 Assembly 6 Cell LMFBR Core Cell LMFBR Blanket Cell LWR Cell 
2 Regions 10 Subregions 2 Regions 10 Subregions 2 Regions 10 Subregions 2 Regions 10 Subregions 
15 0.475 0.473 0.587 0.587 0.453 0.455 0.378 0.378 
16 0.670 0.666 0.870 0.874 0.613 0.616 0.486 0.487 
17 0,682 0.679 0.936 0.941 0.638 0.642 0.498 0.500 
18 0.852 0.849 1.216 1.223 0.792 0.797 0.618 0.620 
19 1.101 1.096 1,688 1.701 1.014 1.021 0.756 0.759 
20 0.989 0.985 1.579 1.591 0.911 0.917 0.666 0.668 
21 1.576 l e 568 2.536 2.554 1.461 1.468 1.254 1.257 
22 '->. 2.869 2.881 1.843 1.849 — . 
23 4,685 4.701 2.869 2.880 
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CHAPTER vt 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the studies carried out in this work, two primary conclusions 
are reached. First, through the use of a generalized reciprocity relation 
and an energy dependent escape cross section, a method for cross section 
averaging can be obtained which is simple in form, correctly accounts 
for nonuniformity, and can include the more standard approximations. 
Secondly, the effect on nonuniformity in the source yields little effect 
on cross section averages and should yield little difference in calculated 
reactor integral parameters,from current methods. 
The small effect on cross sections has been shown both through the 
general method and independent calculations; however, the reasons for such 
a small effect can only adequately be found through examination of the 
parameters of the general method. Although significant differences occur 
between the escape probabilities, or escape cross sections, for a non-
uniform source treatment as compared to a flat source treatment, compen-
sating changes occur in the reciprocity relation for the nonuniform case 
which combine to yield results similar to the flat source treatment. Al-
though thisI result seems to reduce the value of having a method which can 
handle npnuniformity effects, it is perhaps only through such a method 
that the coitipetisating phenomena can be investigated. It also tends to 
point out that, if improved treatment of escape probabilitiesare to be 
used, the correct reciprocity relation must be specif to 
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avoid erroneous interpretation. 
Although the results of this study show that the use of the escape 
probability for a flat source of neutrons appears adequate for the deter-
mination of effective cross sections, it does not give sufficient indica-
tion of how the energy dependence of the sources should be handled. For 
example, in all cases of the general method, the asymptotic spectrum for 
the source in the outer region was used, and this treatment could par-
tially be responsible for the similarity of results. Inspection of the 
integral transport theory results shows that this treatment may not be 
adequate, and in this area additional study is recommended. 
Since this study has not shown that improved methods for cross 
section averaging including nonuniform effects can explain differences 
between current calculations and experiments, one must necessarily address 
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the adequacy of the differential cross section data. 6. de Saussure has 
pointed out that, although a precision of 2% in the capture cross section 
238 
of U is required for acceptable uncertainties in reactor integral par-
ameters, the present uncertainty is of the order of 15%. He points out 
systematic differences between several recent experiments and the ENDF/B-
III evaluation which are apparent throughout the resolved resonance range. 
The best approach to resolution of these differences is probably to per-
form additional measurements with different techniques, but it is unlikely 
that these measurements will yield the 2% precision required by the reac-
tor designers. Anticipated differences in the differential data, or dif-
ferences between the competition for scattering and absorption could pos-
sibly resolve current discrepancies. In this light, one must continue to 
use the best evaluated data and methods available with input from criti-





In order to carry out the kernel integrations indicated in Eqs. 
4-32 and 4-33, the optical thickness T(X,X',E) must be uniquely defined. 
For x1 in the range (o,b) the optical thickness from the origin is given 
b y • 
T(O,X',E) •= £*(E) X', o * x * a, (A-l) 
= Z*(E)a + Z^(E)(x'-a), a * x' £ b. 
Since the optical thickness is just the scalar distance between two points 
measured in units of the neutron mean free path, one can state 
T(X,X',E) = |T(a,ac,E) - T(O,X',E)| ? (A-2) 
T(X,-X',E) .== T(O,X,E) + T(O,X',E) , (A-3) 
T(*,xr,&) = jfr' ,x,E) ^ . (A-4) 
The optical thickness arguments of Eq. 4-14 can Chen be written 
T(x,x'+m2b,E) = |T(O,X,E) - T(o,x,+m2b,E)| , (A-5) 
••..'= |.T(O,X;E) - TCOJX'JE)! , m = 0 , 
ill 
= mT (E) - T(O,X,E) + T(O,X',E) , m > 0 > 
= |m|'r (E) + T(O,X,E) - T(O,X',E) , m <. 0 . 
From this a more general expression may be Written for any m, 
T(x>«'«,2b,E) = |«,To(E) - •TCoi*,i> + T(o,x' ,E> J , (A-6) 
In similar fashion the complementary argument may be expressed, 
T(x,-x!+m2b,E) = |mTo(E) - T(O,X,E) - T(o,x
r,E)| . (A-7) 
Equation 4-14 can then be expressed with these forms and broken up to 
yield.,'. "'.••;{•• 
op-' . 
T(x,x»,E) = ^ {E1[|mT(,(E) r T(orx,E) + T(O,XV,E) | ] (A-8) 
m = - » • " 
,'"_;--.. • •+ .Bjr '^T-ci) . .̂ -. ;?i:<0 •x.,-jp'. .r.. ;T<P,,* »; .;.' 
= E^I-tCb.x.E)'..';-/ 
. • o o 
^ I! % C ltoTo(E) "* '!*<*>***&> t(o*xr,E) J] 
• ; m = I •' 
+ E^[|mto(E) - T(o,x;E)"> T(b,x
,,E)|]} 
+ £ [E^|-nTo(E) J- T(O,X,E) + T(O,X',E) | ] 
• . ' • i i = l . .,•'•',' 
(continued) 
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+ E^J-nT^E) - T(O>X,E) - T ( O , X \ E ) | ] } . 
The first two terms of the above expression represent the evaluation at 
m = 0, the next set of terms is the summation for m ̂  1/ and the latter 
terms are for the summation m. *» -1',. using n = -m. Since T(O,X,E) § "T ' (E). 
the signs within the absolute value indication can be determined,. for the 
terms in summation. Combining the two summations and beginning the sum 
at m = 0, Eq. A-8 can be written 
(A-9) 
T(x,x',E) = E1I|T(O,X,E) - T(o,x',E)|] +'E1TT<o,xiE)-+'T(o,x
r,E-)] 
+ £ {E^m^CE) + TQ(E) - T(O,X,E) + T(O,X',E)] 
m=0 
+ E1[mTo(E) + T Q(E) - T(O,X,E) - T(O,X»,E)] 
+ E1 [mTQ (E) + T Q (E) +... T (o,x.,E) - T (o, x',E) ] 
+ E^ntf^CE) + TQ(E) + T(O,X,E) + TCd.x
1 ,E) ]} 
By using the notation of Eqs. 4-34 to 4-38 the kernel expression can be 
written for x = x , x' = x ,, and E = E as 
. - n ' ; • • • ' • • • • • n • S •'" 
T(xn ,xn , ,36;,) = E, [e ;n(T(xni ,E V - «r(xh,E j) ] (A-10) 
n n g i n n n g S 
+ E J T ( X ,SE ) + T(X M ] 1 n' g n" g 
« 4 .':.'• 
+ I I ••iK«V + • • • W V 3 • 
m=o j = l 
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The above expression can then be integrated term by term to obtain Eq. 
4-32 by using 
u2 
J E1(z)dz = E2(ur) - E^Cup ; (A-ll) 
""':'V Ul 
Equation 4-33 can likewise be obtained from a term by term integration 
using 
: u2.. 
J zE1(z)dz = E3(Ul) - E3(u2) + u1E2(u1) - u2E2(u2) . (A-12) 
•• U l 
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